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Abstract. We extend a recent algorithm of Trager to a decision procedure for the indefinite 
integration of elementary functions. We can express the integral ns an elementa.ry function 
or prove theft it is not elementary. We show that if the l~roblom of integration i  finite 
terms is solvable on a given elementary function field k, then it is solva.ble in any algebraic 
extension of k(O), where 0 is a. logarithm or exponential of an element of k. Our proof 
considers a.n element of such an extension field to be an algebraic function of one variable 
over  ~, 
In his a,lgorlthm for the integre.tion of s.lgebralc functlons~ Trager describes , tiering,e- 
type reduction to reduce the problem to an integrand with only simple finite poles on the 
associated YGemann surface. We genera.lize that technique to curves over liouvilllan ground 
fields, and use it to simplify our integrands. Once the multiple finite poles have been 
removed, we use the Puiseux expansions ofthe integrand a.tinfinity and a generaliza.tion of 
the residues to compute the integral. We also generalize a result of R.othstein ths.t gives us 
a necessary condition for elementary integrabillty, s.nd provide xamples of its use. 
INTRODUCTION 
In its most general form, the (A, B) integration in finite terms problem is to determine 
whether a given expression in class A has an antiderivatlve in class B, and to calculate it if 
it exists. We will restr ict the class B to be the elementary fimctlons, that is flmc.tions that 
can be obtained by repeatedly  adjoining logarithms~ exponentials a.nd algebraic functions 
to the rat ional  functions in the integrating variable. Occasionally, we will give results 
that  apply to the more general class of the liouvillian functions, where the adjunctlon of 
pr imit ives (antiderivatives) is also allowed. 
Liouvil le gave a key theorem, which describes the structure of an elementary flu,orlon 
whenever it has an elementary integral, and used it to prove that fe~dx is not elemen- 
tary. Then, Hardy (1916)conjectured that no decision procedure could be found if A 
was the class of algebraic functions. More recently~ the problem was considered from an 
algebraic viewpoint., and Risch (1969b)publ ished a complete algorithm for integrath~g 
transcendental  e ementary time,ions, which R.othstein improved (1!)77) by giving a "ra- 
t ional" algorithm, in the sense that  the only algebraic extension computed is the minimal 
one nceded to express the attswer. 
1-tisch (1968, 1969a, 1970) sketched a procedure for integrating elementary functiotls, 
but  the approach e used has yet to yield a practical algorithm. More recently, Davenport 
(1981) published an algorithm for integrating algebraic functions, but it relies on Puiseux 
expansions (and complete spl i tt ing of the denominator),  thus requiring the computation 
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of algebraic extensions which may not be needed to express the answer. Because of those 
dimcultles, his implemerltation is limited to functions which can be expressed with nested 
square roots. Finally, Trager (1984) gave a "rational" algorithm for integrating algebraic 
functions, which should be easier to implement. 
In this paper swe extend the major techniques of Trager to handle lementary functions. 
Using only rational techniques, we are able to remove the multiple finite poles of the 
integrand, and to compute a necessary condition for the integral to be elementary (see 
examples). If all the algebraic extensions are n th  root adjunctions, then the algorithm is 
"rationaP'. Otherwise, we use a simplified version of R.isch's (1968) technique. 
This paper is divided into three parts. Part 1 introduces the problem, and presents the 
alEebraic preliminary results and subalgorlthms required. Part 2 contains the solution of 
the integration problem, while Part 3 contains Risch's solution of the associated equation 
problem. 
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ALGEBRAIC PRELIMINARIES 
Notat ions  and Bas ic  Def init ions.  
Let k be a field and K a field of transcendence degree 1 over k. By a k-place of K over 
k, we shall mean the maximal  ideal of a valuation ring of K containing k. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the contents of (Chevalley 1951, chapter  I), 
in particular with the following: let ~: E K be transcendental over k. The places of k(~) 
over k are either generated by 1/~" or by some monlc irreducible polynomial  P E k[~:]. 
Conversely, any mon]c irreducible P 6 kil l generates a unique place of k(x) over k. I f  p 
is any place of K over k, then there is a unique place q of k(x) over k such that  q C_ p. 
Thus, either there is a unique monic irreducible P 9 k[x] such that P 9 p, in which case 
p will be called a finite place, or 1/x 9 p, in which ceLse p will be called an infinite place. 
Conversely, if q is a place of k(x), then there is at least one place p of K such that  q _C p. 
We shall also use the following: if P E k[~] is monlc irreducible, the place generated 
by P will be called "the place P"  or "the place P = 0". The place generated by 1/x will 
be called "the place x = oo". I f  p is a place of K containing a place q of k(x) then we 
shall say that "p lies above q". Finally, the order function at a place p will be denoted 
by u r. 
We now summarize the concepts and results of (Rosenlicht 1972): a differential field 
is a field k with a given map a ~ a I from k into k, satisfying (a + b) I = a r + U and 
(ab)' = atb + ab ~. Such a map is called a derivation on k. An element a E k which 
satisfies a r = 0 is called a con,~tant. The constants of k form a subfield of k. 
A differential field K is a differential ezlenslon o] k if k C__ K ,  a ,d  the derivation on K 
extends the one on k. Let K be a differential extension of k, and 0 E K .  We shall say 
that 0 is an elementary (resp. iiouvillian) monomialover k, if 0 is transcendental  over k, 
k(O) and k have the same subfield of constants, and there exists ~1 E k such that  either 
(i) 0' = OZ (resp. 0' = 0), in which case we say that (/is logarithmic (resp. pr imit ive)  
0 
over k, and write 0 : log(0) (resp. 0 = f r/), or 
(it) 0' = 0'0 (resp. O' = 00), in which case we say that  0 is exponential  (resp. 
exponential ly primitive) over k, and write 0 = exp(r/) (resp. 0 = exp( f  rl)). 
rf 
Since log(r/) = f - -  and exp(r/) = exp( f  r/'), an elerr, entary monomlal  over k is liouvil- 
r/ 
]Jan over k. 
Let K be a field containing k, and let k be an algebraic closure of k. We will use the 
following result: 
PROPOSITION 1.1. If 0 E K is an elementary (resp. liouvillb~n) mononffal over k, and 
k(O) is perfect, then 0 is also an elementary (resp. liouvillian) monomlal over to, 
PROOF: 0 is transcendental over k, so it is transcendental over k. Let c E k(O), and 
suppose that c' = O. Since k,(O) is of transcendence degree 1 over k, k(O)(c) is finite 
algebraic over k(O), so let X be an indeterminate and f 9 k(O)[X] t,e the monte irreducible 
"~ J k(O). Let k(O) be an polynomial  for c over k(O). Write f : ~j=oa iX where a i 9 
algebraic closure of k(a) and let ~r l , . . . ,  ~r~ be the embeddings of k(0)(e) into k(O) over 
k(/9). For auy i, we have (ce ' )  ! -- c '~rl = O. But f ~- l - I i% l (X  - e" ) ,  so a j '  -- (} for 
j = 0 . . .  m, so a i 9 k :for each j (since k and k(O) have the same subfield of constants) .  
t lence f 9 k[X], so c 9 k, so k and/r have the same subfield of constants. 
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An extension k(01,.. .  ,0,~) of k is an elementary (resp. liouvillian) extension o~ k, if 
for each i = 1 . . .m,  either 
(i) 0i is algebraic over k(01,... , 0~-1), or 
(ii) 0; is an elementary (resp. liouvillian) monomial over k(01, . . . ,  0,-1). 
We can now state Liouville's theorem. The main idea was first stated as a principle by 
Laplace (1820), then proven in some cases by Liouville, then generalized by Ostrowski 
(1946): 
TItEOrtEM. Let F be a differential f eld of characterlstle zero, K be the constant subl~eld 
o fF ,  and ot 6 F. I[ there is an element y in some elementary extension o fF  such that 
y~ = a, then there exist v E F, e l , . . .  ,c~ E K, and u l , . . .  ,u~ E [(F such that 
ot = v I A- ct ~ .  
i----I ~ti 
A proof of this theorem as stated here is in (R.isch 1969b). Other variations and proofs 
can be found in (Rosenlicht 1972, 1976). 
The Main  Theorems.  
Let k be a differential field of characteristic 0, containing an element x such that x' -- l, 
and k ~'~ be  its constant field. 
The problem of integration in finite terms on k is, given ] E k, to determine in a finite 
number of steps whether there exists an elementary extension L of k and an element 
9 E L such that f = g', and to find them if they exist. 
The Risch equation problem 2on k is, given f, gl, . . .  ,gin E k, to find in afinlte number 
of steps h i , . . .  ,h,  E k and a set A of linear equations in m + r unknowns over k ~~ 
such that the equation z' + fz  = ~;~ c,'.qi holds for z E k, and c l , . . .  , e~ E k ~~ if 
and only if z = ~=1 djhj where d l , . . .  ,d, q k ~~ and (el,di)id satisfy A. 
Kisch proved (1969b) that the problems of integration in finite terms and of the R.isch 
equation are solvable on arty extension of k~"'t (x)  by repeated elementary monomials, 
while more recent algorithms can be found in (Rothstein 1.977) and (Davenport 1986). In 
the algebraic ase, Trager gave (1984) an algorithm that soh, ed the problem of integration 
in finite terms on ke~ y) (an alternate approach can be found it, (Davenport 1981)) 
and Davenport solved (1984) the Riseh equation on k . . . .  t(x, y) where y is algebraic 
over kr176 Thus, the following two tl~eorems would yield a complete algorithm for 
integrating elementary functions: 
TIIEOREM 1. If bot11 the problem of integration in tTnite terms and of the Risch equation 
are solvable on any /Jnil, e algebraic extension of k, then the problem of integration in 
finite terms is solrable on any tinite algebraic extension of k(O), where 0 is an elementary 
monomial over k. 
THEORBM 2. If both the problem of integration in finite terms and of the R.isch equation 
are solvable on any l~nite algebraic extension of k, then the Risch equation problem is 
soh,able on any finite algebraic extension of k(O), where (t is an elementary monomial 
OVer k. 
~Usua~lly called the IlJsch ordinary differential equation problem. 
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Theorem 2 guarantees that one can find whether the Risch equation has a solution in 
k, and that we can find some solution if any exist. But it is possible for this equation to 
have infinitely many solutions in k. For example, 
zl 1 - -  - - z  ---- q ~x  2 
has infinitely many solutions in Q(x),  since z = x a + ex is a solution for any constant  
c. For the above equation, the algorithm should return r = 2, hi = ~a,h2 = x, and 
z =- d~h~ +d2h2 where (dl,d2) satisfy (~o~ (~: )  = (~o)" 
W I 
It  is true, however, that if k contains no nonzero w such that - -  = f ( that is exp( f  f )  
k), then the equation z r - f z  = 9 can have at most one solution in ~: (for if it had two 
solutions zl and z2, then Zl - z2 ---- efI). 
We also note that, if the problem of the Risch equation is soh,able on k, then, given 
f, U l , . . .  ,Um E k~ we can decide whether there exists v E k and dl~. . .  ,din E k ~~176 such 
that 
wt, 
(Eo) ] = v' + ~ d,u, 
i----1 
m by checking whether y~ -- col + ~i=1 clul has a solution with e0 = 1. If this is the case, 
then v = y, and dl -" -c~ satisfy (E0), otherwise (E0) has no solution. 
P re l iminary  Lemmas.  
In this section, we give Lemmas about the order function at a place, that  will be used 
throughout his paper. Let k be a differential field and 0 be a llouvillian monomial  over 
k. 
LEMIVlA 1.2 (ROSENLICI1T). Let f E k[O] be a polynomial or positive degree. Then 
f '  e k[0]. 
(1) Ii r 0 is primitive over k, then f~ has degree one less than the degree of f ff the 
leading coefficient of f  is a constant, or equal to ~he degree o f f  otherwise. 
(2) If O is exponentlalO, primitive over k, then f '  has degree equal to the degree of f ,  
and is a multiple o f f  only if f = aO ~, where a E k and n >_ O. 
PROOF: 0 is a monomial ,  so k and k(O) have the same subfield of constants, so this is 
the Lemma of (Rosenlieht 1972). 
Now let K be a finite algebraic extension of k(O). 
DEFINrrIoN 1.3. P 6 k[O] is normal  with respect to ' if(P, P') -- (1). A k-place p of 
K is normal  with respect to ' (and O) i fp is t~nite, and lies above a normal P 6 k[O]. A 
non-normal polynomial or place will be called spee ia l .  
DEFINITION 1.4. f e K is normal  (with respect to O) i[uv(f) >_ -rp at all the normal 
places p, where r~ is the ramiIication index of p above k(O). 
LEMMA 1.5. Let P E k[O], and p he a k-place of K. 
(i) If O is prlmith,e over k, then P normal ~ P squarefree, 
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(il) If 8 is primitive over k, then p normal ~ p t~nlte, 
(iii) IfO is exponentially primitive over k, then 
P normal < ~ (F  ,qu~reCree, (P, O) = (1)). 
(iv) I f  0 is exponentially primitive over k, then 
p normal r162 (p Anite, p does not lie above 0 - 0). 
PROOF: Let P 6 k[8] be normal, and let Q 6 k[8] be such that Q2 1 P. Then P = Q2R, 
so P' = Q(2Q'R + QR'), so Q [ P',  so Q [ 1, so P is squarefree. 
(i) A proof for the logarithmic ase can be found in (Davenport 1983), and it applies 
to the primitive case as well. We repeat it here for completeness. Let r/E k be such that 
O' = r/, and let P e k[O] be squarefree. Write P = aQ where a e k and Q e k[O] is monle 
and squarefree. Then, there exist al . . . .  ,an E k such that Q = I'[~___l(0- at) and at # aj 
for i 5s j (since Q is squarefree). So Q' -- E~=I Hi where Hi = (~ -a ,  t) r I i r  By 
Proposition 1.1, 0 is a liouvilllan monomial over k, so O-  at is not a constant in/e(0), so 
n-at '  r o for each i. Thus, (O-a , )  l i t , ,  hut (O-a,)  I (Q ' - I t ' ) ,  so (O-a,)  IO '  for each 
i, so ( Q , Q' ) = (1). But P '  = a* Q + aQ', so ( P, P') = ( aQ , a' Q + aQ') = ( Q , a~ Q + aQ ') = 
(O, aQ') = (O, O') = (1), so e is normal. 
(ii) Any normal place is finite by definition. Conversely, suppose that p is finite. Then 
p lies above a prime P E k[#]. P is prime, so P is squarefree, so P is normal by (i), so p 
is normaL 
(iii) Let r/ e k \  {0} be such that 0' = r/0. Let P e k[O] and suppose that O I F, 
then P = 8Q, so P '  = O(r/Q +Q' ) ,  so 0 I P'~ so P i s  not normal. Thus, any normal 
polynomial is squarefree and prime with 6. Conversely, let P E k[tg] be squarefree and 
such that (P, 8) = (1). Write P = aQ where a e k and Q E k[O] is monic and squarefree. 
Then, there exist ax, . . .  ,a= E k such that Q = l-L~,(0 - a;), a; ~: 0 (since (Q,O) = 
(P, O) = (1)), and al ~ a./ for i r j (since Q is squarefree). So Q' = )"~t~l It~ where 
H~ = (r/O - at') H./r - aj). By Proposition i.I, 0 is a lionvillian monomial over X:, so 
- is not a constant i. ~(O). so O'~, - O~,' # O. so .Ta, - a,' # O. so (O - a,) X (00 - u,'). 
ctt 
so (o -  a,) ,1' g , ,  but (O-  a,) I (O' - U,),  so (0 - , , , )  1 O' for each ~, so (O, Q') = (1). But 
e '  = a 'QTaQ' ,  so (P, P') = (aQ, a 'Q+aq' )  = (Q, a'O+aO') = (Q, aQ') = (Q, O') = (1), 
so P is normal. 
(iv) Let p be a normal place. Then p is finite, and p lies above a normal prime P e k[O]. 
So, by (iii), (P, 0) = (1), so p does ~aot lie above 0 = 0. Conversely, let p be a finite place, 
not lying above 0 = O. Then p lies above a prime P E k[O], and (P, 0) = (1). P is prime, 
so P is squarefree, so P is normal by (iii), so p is normal. 
LEMMA 1.6. Let P E k[O] be monic irreducible, and p a k-place, o[ K, of ramification 
index r over P. Then, 
r, if p is special 
ur(P'  ) 
O, otherwise. 
PRooF: If P = 0 = exp(fo),  then up(P') = up(oP) = r. Otherwise, if 0 =. exp(f rt), 
then P is the sum of at least two terms, so, by Lemma 1.2, P X P', so (P, P') = (1), so 
t,p(P') = 0. If 0 = f r/, then, by Lemma 1.2, P' has degree one less than P, so P /~ P', 
and tJ~,(P r) = 0 as previously. 
LEMMA 1.7. Let p be a normalk-place of K, of ramification index r over k(O). Let ] E K 
be such that ] ' r  O. If %( ] )  r O, then vp(]') = uv(]) - r, otherwise, %(y')  >__ 1 - r. 
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PROOF: p is a normal place, hence there exists P E k[O] such Chat P is moltiC irreducible 
and p r is a uniformizing variable at p. Let v = %(] ) .  Then, the Puiseux expansion for 
f is: 
oo  
f = ~c~pq"  
where the ci's are algebraic over k, and cv # O. Hence, 
OO OO , 
f l  = cr + p ,  cip(,  ,1/, .  
i=v  II----.V 
p is normal, so vp(P')  = 0 by Lemma 1.6, hence vp(f ' )  = V~r  if v # 0 and vp(f ' )  _> 1 - r  
i f v  =0.  
LEMMA 1.8. Let p be a special k-place of K ,  of ramit~cation index r over k(O). Le~ 
f E K be such that f '  # O. I I vp ( f )  = O, then vp(f ' )  >>_ O, otherwise: 
(i) I f0  is primitive over k, then vp(f )  < vp(f ' )  < up(f)  5- r. 
(ii) I f  O is exponential ly primitive over k, then vp(f ' )  = %( f ) .  
PROOF: p is special, hence p lies above O = 0 or/9 ~ oo, so O~/' is a uniformizing variable 
at p, where ~ = 4-1. Let v = vr ( f  ). Then the Puiseux expansion of f at p is: 
f = ~ cl Od/' 
i.-~v 
where the ci's are algebraic over k, and cv :A O. Hence, 
co  co  
= c; ~1 + e0' ~ Lc;#~;-r) / , .  
i=v i=u r 
1st case: /9 = exp( f  17): then 0' = r/0, so: 
co  
s' - E (c , '  § 
i=v  
so ~p( f ' )  > v. 
Suppose that v ~ 0. If ev' + r / - -c~ = 0, then %' = -~7- -%,  so: 
r 
r 
(O,~c, ) ,= ~,~-1. ,  9 , - i  ,~  0~ , , cv ~VtJ r C u § rc u cv U "- gb' rTcv ~ rcvy l~ Oev -" O, 
r 
e~ r /e(0) is constant, in contradiction wit h 0 being a ]iouvillian monomial  over so 0 % E a 
CV 
2nd case: 0 = fo :  then 01 = r /and e = -1 ,  so: 
ft . ._ 
v+r-1 00 
o,'o-'/' + E(e' ,+.  i 
- r0c ; )0 - ( ;+ , ) / , .  
i=v i=v 
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If  c . '  :/: 0, then r,v(f' ) = v. Otherwise c~ is a constant and vp(ff) > v. Suppose that 
~' VCy 
u ~ O. If ctt,+~ - -~c~ = O, then du+, = ~/ ,  so: 
T r 
(c ,+,  VC~o)' 
T 
t VCv  D~ so (c,+r -- - - -1  E k.(O) is a. constant, in contradiction with 0 being a liouvillian monomial  
T /./ 
over ~:. Hence, ct~,+, - -r/c~, ~ 0, so vp( f  t) < v + r. 
r 
The following Lemma,  due to Risch (1969a), will be useful in sLudying Puiseux expan- 
sions at infinity: 
LEMIVIA 1.9 (Pdsclt) .  Let  F be a differential f;eld of characterist ic O, and t be the 
derivat ion on F.  Let  t be transcendental  over F and define the derivations D and 
0 Oa Ot 
O't on F[t] by Da  -- a' for  a E F ,  Dt  - O, -~  -- 0 to ra  ~ F,  and -~ - 1. Le t  
h = 1 + al~ + a~ ~ +. . .  e ~[[q]. Then, 
CX3 
- -  _ ~ ( -1 ) ' -1 I ,  t ' -1 
i.~,1 
and 
Where  
and 
Fur thermore ,  Ii' = i J i .  
PROOF: Let 
, = 
h 
Dh 
h - ~ (-1)'-~ J,t' 
i= l  
a] 1 0 0 . . .  0 
2a2 al 1 0 . . .  0 
3as a2 al 1 . . .  0 
: : ' . .  " . .  ' . .  : 
a l  ]. 
ta l  a i -1  . . . . . .  a2 a l  
al I 1 0 0 . . .  0 
a2 t al 1 0 . . .  0 
aa t a2 al 1 . . .  0 
: : ".. ' , .  ".. : 
al 1 
al ~ ai-1 . . . . . .  a2 al 
= g = xo + xl  + x2t 2 +. . .  
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where the xi 's  are undetermined.  Then,  
oq h oo oo 
o~ = ~ (' + 1).,+,,'= .h = ~ ~ a,~j,' 
I=0 I=0 i+j=l 
so, for each 1 _> 0, 
1 lifo a l  1 Xl a s a I 1 x2 
: : "'. "'. i 
at a l -1  . . .  al  1 xl  
a l  
2a2 
= 
fat 
(I + 1)a l+l  
Th is  system has determinant  1, so, by Cramer 's  rule, 
. 
SO 
The formula for - -  
and 
x I 
I al  
a l  1 2as 
a s a 1 ". 3as 
: : " .  1 : 
a! az-1 . . .  a l  ( l+ l )a t+ l  
= (-i)'I,+, 
-~ (-l)'x,+~l' ~ (-1)'-lr, t '-~ 
h 
1=0 i=1 
Dh 
is obta ined  by  a s imi lar  computat ion .  We then have: 
D(  ) • D ( -1 ) i -1 / i~ l ' - I  ..~ E ( - ] ) i - l I{ t~ i-1 
i=l i=1 
O'-~t "~ -'~ ( - -1 ) i - l  J i l l  -- E ( - -1 ) i - l i ' f i l ' - l '  
i=1 t=1 
0 
Since D and ~-~ commute,  we have: 
oh D(~)  h -  -~ 
D(  ) = h2 
h ~ 
so I i  I ---- i J t  for any i > l .  
As a consequence, we have: 
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LEMMA 1.10. Suppose that 0 is primit ive over k. Let p he an intlnite k-place of  K,  of  
ramis index r over k(O), and g E K .  Then there exist Co, C1, . . .  , Cr E k such that 
gs Co I 
g Co 
.,a-2/, g) O')O- + C~'o- ' l '  + C-, ,. + . . .  + (C,' - ~(  ~ +. . . .  
r 
PROOF: Let t, = vp(g), t = 0 -1 / ' ,  and a E k be the leading coefficient of the Pniseux 
expansion of g at p. Then there exists h E i:K such that g = t"ah, vp(h) = 0, and the 
Puiseux expansion of h at p is: 
h= l + al t + a2f 2 + . . . 
where the a; 's are algebraic over k. Hence, 
f t I a I h r 
- = t , -+-  + ~-. 
g t a 
We have t = 0-11,, so t' = 10tt1+r - -  ~ SO 
I" 
g' a' vr(g)0,0_l + h' 
g --  a r h-' 
Using the notation of Lemma 1.9, we have h r = Dh + t 'Oh ~- ,  so, by Lemma 1.9: 
h' Dh  
h h 
_ _  = - 
i=1 
OO 
lo'tt+' E (_ 1)'-'Id'-' 
r 
i=1 
I I 
.-=- I I ' t  - I2't2 +""  + (--1) ' -1~ +""  
2 r 
so 
g'  _ co-- + c , 'o - ' / "  + +. . .  + (c , '  - +. . .  
g Co r 
where Co =aand C;=( -1 ) ; - t~for i=  1 . . . r .  
! 
I n tegra l  and  Normal  Bases .  
Let k be a field of characteristic O, 0 he transcendental over k, K be a finite algebraic 
extension of k(O), and n = [g  : k(O)]. Any element f ~ g satisfies a unique monlc 
irreducible polynomial with coeIticients in k(O). By definition, f is integral over k[O] 
(which we shall abbreviate to integral) if its monic irreducible polynomial has coefficients 
in k[O]. The integral elements of K form a ring which we will write k[O] K (the "integral 
closure" of k[O] in K).  This ring is also a free module of rank n over k[O]. 
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DEFINITION 1.11. An integral  basis is a set (w~, . . . ,  w,)  of generators for k[0] g 
k[0]. 
Such a basis will also be a basis for K over k(O), so any ] E K can be written as 
OVCF 
B1 Ba 
f = -if(w1 +. . .  + ~W,,D,, 
where B1,. . .  , B , ,  D I , . . .  , D~ E k[O]. Putting everything over a common denominator, 
we get 
Alwl  +""  + A,~w,~ 
1= D 
where A1 . . . .  ,A,~,D E k[O]. If we further require that D be monic and that (D, 
A1, . . . ,  A,,) = (1), then such a representation for f is unique. 
Let P be a k-place of k(O), and let Ov be the local ring at P, that is Ov = {g E 
k(O) such that vp(g) >_ 0}. By definition, f E K is locally integral at P if its monic 
irreducible polynomial has coefficients in Op. The elements of K which are locally 
integral at P form a ring which we will write ~--~-pr (the "integral closure" of Op in K). 
This ring is also a free module of rank n over Op. 
DEFINITION 1.12. A local integral  basis at P is a set (Wl,.. .  , w~) of generators for 
Op K over Op. 
DEFINITION 1.13. A set (w l , . . .  , w~) ofn elements of K is normal  at P, if there exist 
( ra , . . . ,  r . )  e k(O) such that ( r lw i , . . .  , r . ,u,)  is a local integral basis at p. 
The properties of integral and normal bases that we will use are summarized in the 
following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 1.14. 
(1) let P be a k-place of k(O). Then, f f ig  is locally integral at P if and only if 
%( f )  > 0 at all the k-places po fK  lying above P. 
(ii) f E K is integral over k[O] if and only if %( f )  >__ 0 at all the flnite k-places p of 
K. 
(iii) if (w~,...  , w~) is an integral basis, then it is a local integral basis at each tlnite 
k-place P of k(O). 
(iv) i f(w1,.. .  ,w,)  is normalat P, then foranyCax,...  ,a , )  E k(O), a lw,+. . .+a,~w,,  
is locally integral at P if and only if a~wl is locally integral at P for each i. 
PROOF: (i) this is Lemma 4, p.56 of (Chevalley 51). 
(il) Let P e k[O] be monlc irreducible. Then, 
A 
Op = {~ such that A,B  E k[O] and P IB} .  
Thus, ~v ~ni~e Ov = k[O] where the intersection is taken over all the finite k-places of 
k(O). Now let f e K, and 
C . t rn - -  1 f ro+ m-ts  +'"+c0 =0 
be the monic irreducible quation for ],  where the e;'s are in k(O). 
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f is integral over k[O] if and only if c~ E k[O] for i = 1. . .  n. This is equivalent o 
c; e Op for any monic irreducible P E k[O], which means that f is locally integral at 
P for any finite k-place P of k(O). By (i), this is equivalent o up(f) > 0 at any finite 
k-place p of K. 
(iii) let (wl . . . .  , w~) be an integral basis and P E k[O] be monic irreducible. Let 
rc 
h E Op . We can write h = ~i~ l  Aiwi D ' where (D,A1,. . .  ,A,~) = (1). Write D = CP ' ,  
where m >_ 0 and P /l C. Let p be any finite k-place of K, then %(C) > 0. If p lies 
above P, then %(h) > 0 by (i), so %(Ch) >_ 0. I fp  does not lle above P, then %(P)  = 0, 
/.1 n so v~(Ch) = vp(P"~Ch) = vp(Dh) = p(~i=l  A~w~) > O. Thus Ch E "k~ I< by (ii), so 
Ch = ~.~1 Biwl where B1,.. .  ,B,, E k[O], so h = ~,=1 ~'B~wi But C-B~ E Or, hence 
(wl, .. 9 , w,,) is a local integral basis at P. 
(iv) let P be a k-place of k(O) and (w l , . . . ,  w,,) be normal at P. Then there exist 
r l , . . .  ,r~ E k(O) such that (rlwl, . . . .  r~w,,) is a local integral basis at P. Let f = 
am +. . .  + where e k(O). The  f = +. . .  + Let be 
r l  -~n " P 
k-place of K lying above P, and suppose that %(a~wl) < 0 for some i. Then, by (i), a_~/ 
r l  
ai is not locaUy integral at P, so - -  6 Or ,  so f is not locally integral at P. Thus, f locaUy 
r l  
integral at P implies that each a~w~ is locally integral at P. The converse is true since 
K . 
Op ~s ar ing.  
Trager (1984) describes an algorithm for finding an integral basis whenever the charac- 
teristic of k is 0 or greater than n. He also describes an algorithm that makes such a basis 
normal at 0 = 0% so in the rest of this paper, we will assume that we have computed an 
integral basis (wl , . . .  , w~), which is normal at 0 = or 
If K is a radical extension of k(O), that is t (  = k(O, ~) where tt" Z k(O), then the 
y~ 
integral basis is given by w~. = d~'.' where d~ E k[O] is given by an explicit formula from 
y" (Trager 1984, p.30). 
Regular Extensions. 
Let k be a field, and K a field containing k. By definition, K is regular over k if N is 
separable over k and k is algebraically closed in K (i.e. Ir n N = k). 
LEMMA 1.15. Let k be a t~eld, K be a aeld containing k, and C be a sub/~eld ofk. I lK  
is regular over k, then CK is regular over (')k. 
PROOF: Suppose thai K is regular over k. Then K is linearly disjoint from k over k (by 
Theorem 2, p.56 of (Lang 1958)). But Ck C k, so K is linearly disjoint from Ck over k, 
so by Corollary 6, p.58 of (Lang 1958), KCk is regular over (S'k. But K(gk = CK since 
kC_K. 
Let k be a field of characteristic 0, 0 be transcendental over k, and y be algebraic over 
k(O). Trager (1984) describes an algorithm that finds an algebraic extension k~ of k such 
that k~ y) is regular over k ~ so in the rest of this paper, we will assume that k(O, y) 
is regular over k. 
Points of Finite Order. 
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Let k be a field and K a field containing k, of transcendence d gree 1 over k. A divisor 
of K is a linear combination of the k-places of K with integer coefficients, finitely many 
of which are nonzero. The degree of a divisor D = ~"~p npp where p ranges over all the 
k-places of K, is defined as ~p np. To any :v E K \ {0} corresponds a divisor of degree 
0, namely (x) = Er  u~(x)p. A divisor D is called principal (or linearly equivalent to O) 
if D = (z) for some x e K \ {0}. The divisor class group (or Jacobian) is the quotient 
group G/H where G is the (abellan) group of divisors of degree 0, and H is the subgroup 
of principal divisors. Finally, a divisor D is called o/finite order (or rationally equivalent 
to 0, or a torsion dfiffsor) if nD is principal for some positive integer n, i.e. if D is of 
degree 0, and its image under the canonical map onto G/H is of finite order n in that 
group. We also say that D has order n. 
Now, write K = k(O,V) where 0 is transcendental over k, attd V is algebraic over 
k(O). The first problem that we need to be able to solve is, given a divisor D, to 
determine whether it is principal, and, if it is, to find x E K such that D = (a:). One 
solution to this problem is to use the Bllss-Coates algorithm described in (Davenport 
1981). That algorithm uses Puiseux expansions, and has been partially implemented 
by Davenport. Another approach, based on integral basis computations, is described in 
(Trager 1984). Both algorithms require that D contains no infinite places, but this can 
1 , where always be guaranteed (when k is infinite) by the change of variable t~ - 0--~a 
a E k is such that D contains no places lying above O - a. 
Another problem which we need to solve is the proMem of the points o.f finite orde~ 
given a divisor D, to determine whether it is a torsion divisor, and, if it is, to find x ~ K 
and a positive integer n such that nD = (x). Since it is possible to test whether mD 
is principal for any m > 1, the problem reduces to finding a bound b such that if mD 
is not principal for 1 < m < b, then D is not a torsion divisor. When k is finite, every 
divisor of degree 0 is of finite order, and Weil (1971) proved that its order is bounded 
by b = (v/~+ 1) 2a, where q is the cardinallty of k and 9 is the genus of K. Thus, it is 
possible to find the order of a divisor whenever k is finite. 
For infinite fields, we use the technique of "good reduction rood p" which we outline 
below. See ('lYager 1984), ch. 6, for a representation of divisors with which it cart be 
carried out. Let k be a finitely generated extension of Q (these are the only infinite fields 
which we will encounter during the integration process). Let p E Z be a prime, and let 
~,p be a discrete valuation on k which extends the p-adlc valuation on Q. Let k be its 
residue field. Then, k, has dmracteristic p. Let X, Y be indeterminates, and f E k[X, Y] 
be irreducible and such that f(0, y) = 0. We can multiply f by an clement of k to 
guarantee that its coefficients will He in the valuation ring of t, v. We apply the canonical 
map onto k and obtain f E k[X,Y]. Let then R be k(0",~) where 0 is transcendental 
over k, and ~ is such that f(0, if) = 0. We say that we have a good red,teflon at p if the 
genus of K is the same as the genus of K, and i f / (  is regular over k. The canonical 
homomorphism from the valuation ring of t,~ onto k extends to a hornomorphism from 
the group of divisors of K to the group of divisors of K. The image of a divisor D 
under that homomorphism is called the reduction o] D modulo p. The usefulness of good 
reduction is shown in the following results: 
PROPOSITION 1.16. There are only t~nitely many primes p E Z for which we do not have 
good reduction at p. 
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PROPOSITION 1.17. If we have good reduction at p, and ff the order of the reduction of 
D modulo p is lfin, with (n,p) = (1), then either D is not a torsion divisor, or its order 
is p'n n /'or some m > j. 
Proposit ion 1.16 is from (Serre & Tare 1968), while Proposition 1.17 is the Corollary 
on p. 67 of (Trager 1984). Those two give rise to the following algorithm: find two 
primes p and q in Z, with (p,q) = (1), and which give rise to good reductions and let m r 
and mq be the orders of the reductions of D modulo p and q. Write rnp = plqinp where 
(up,p) = (nlj,q) -- (1), and mq = plqmnq where (nq,p) = (nq, q) = (1). If np ys nq, then 
D is not a torsion divisor. Otherwise, either D is not a torsion divisor, or its order is 
ptqinp, which can be verified by testing whether piqJn~D is principal. 
In the case where k is transcendental over Q, Davenport (1981) describes an alternate 
technique based on the Gauss-Martin operator, which either proves that D is not a torsion 
divisor, or reduces the problem to one over a field k such that the transcendence d gree 
of k over Q is one less than the one of k over Q. Also, Trager has reported that only 
one reduction modulo p is necessary (instead of two), if we require a stronger condition 
than good reduction at p. 
The Canonical Representation. 
From now on, k will be a differential field of characteristic 0 containing an element x 
such that x I = 1, C will be the constant subfield of k, 0 will be a liouvillian monomial over 
k, y will be algebraic over k(8), and (wl , . . .  , w,~) will be an integral basis for k[O] ~(~ 
over k[O] that is normal at 0 = oo. By the remark at the end of the previous section, 
we will also assume that k is algebraically closed in k(O, y). By Lemma 1.10, Ck will be 
algebraically closed in Ck(O, y). 
We note first that we can assume that y is integral over k[O]. Otherwise, we can replace 
it by ay where a E k[O l is a common denominator for the coefficients of the irreducible 
equation for y. Then ay is integral over k[0], and k(O, ay) = k(O, y) (this should be done 
before the integral basis is computed). 
Let ] E k(O,y). Recall that f can be written uniquely as 
s Aiw~ 
I= D 
i=1 
where D is monlc and (/), A I , . . . ,  A,~) = (1). We ca,, also uniquely write D = obD, 
where b _> 0 and (D, 0) = (1). Thus, .r cart be written uniquely as 
f = Aiw~ _ + D-= 
i=1 DOb i=1 i=I 
where (/), C , , . . .  , C~) ~ (1) and (O, B1, . . .  ,B , )  = (1) if b > O. 
We define the finite special part of f to be: 
{ 0,  a Biwr 
f -=  ~=1 ob 
if 0 is primitive over k 
if/9 is exponentially primitive over k. 
By Proposition 1.14, f -  is locally integral at every normal place. 
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In either case, we will write 
l= f -+ --D--- i=1 
where D is monic, (D, A1,... ,A,~) = (1), and D has only normal factors. We call D the 
denominator of f .  
Such a representation is unique, and satisfies the following properties: 
PROPOSITION 1.18. f r k(O, y)  is  normal f fand only if D is sqnarefree in the canonical 
representation f f .  
PROOF: Suppose first that f is normal and let P E k[O] be monic irreducible such that 
D 
p2 ] D. Then, P is normal, and let C = ~-. Then (C, A1, . . . ,  A,~) = (1), P ] C, and the 
canonical representation f P] is 
s A~wl 
Pf  = P f -  + c 
i=l 
By Proposition 1.14, (wl , . . .  , w~) is a local integral basis at P, so P] is not integral at 
P, so by Proposition 1.14, there is a place p lying above P such that vp(.Pf) < 0. Let r 
be the ramification index ofp above P. Then up(P) = r, so vp(]) < -r, in contradiction 
with f normal. Hence, D is squarefree. 
Conversely, suppose that D is sqnarefree, and let p be a normal place, of ramification 
index r over P E k[O]. Then %(D) S r. We have: 
v,(]) >_ minCvp(]-),vp(y~A,wl)- up(D)) > mitt(O,-upCD)) >_ - r  
i----1 
so I is normal. 
PROPOSITION 1.19. /;'or i =- 1 , . .  n,  wl  ~ is normal, and wi'- -- 0 in its canonical repre- 
sentation. 
PROOF: Let p be any normal place of k(0, y), of ramification index r over k(O). Since 
p is finite, up(w~) > O, so up(wi') >__ - r  by Lemma 1.7. Thus, w~' is normal If 0 is 
primitive over k, then wi'- = 0 by definition. If g is exponentially primitive over k, let p 
be a place lying above 0 = 0. Since p is finite, ur(wl ) > 0, so up(w;') > 0 by Lemma 1.8, 
sO Wi t -  -= O. 
We compute the canonical representation f wit , . . .  , wn~: 
w;' = 
Aqwj 
El j----1 
and put them over the common denominator E = lo re (E1 , . . .  , E , ) .  We then have 
-~ Mqwj 
wi' = E 
i--1 
where E is normal. We wRl use E and the Mii's in later computations. 
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THE INTEGRATION PROBLEM 
The  Hermi te  Reduct ion .  
This section will show that we can reduce any integrand to a normal one. The technique 
used is a direct generalization of Trager's reduction (1984). 
Let P 6 k[0]. We define a square]tee ]actorization of P to be a factorization of the 
form P = p~p2...p,,,~, where each Pi is squarefree, and (P,,Pj) = (1) for i # i t .  
Let ] 6 k(8, y) be our integrand, and let 
~ Aiwl 
f - f -+  D 
i=I 
be its canonical representation. Let D = DID~ nm+l  be a squarefree factorization of 9 9 . .u rn+ 1 
D. If  m = 0, then D is squarefree, so ] is normal by Proposition 1.18. Otherwise, let 
D 
V = D,,~+I and U -- V~+I.  Then, V is normal and (U, V) = (1). 
Let E and the ]14.;j's be as in the end of the previous ection. If E ~ UV, we multiply 
E 
D and the Ai's by/14" _ (E, UV)" M is relatively prime with D, and since E is normal, 
114" is also normal 9 So the squ~refree factorization of MD is (MD1)D~. r),~+l So we 
9 , ~m.t .1  9 
still have V normal and (U, V) = (1). 
So at this point, we can assume that E [ UV. Following Iiermite (1.872), we ask 
whether there exist B~, . . . ,  B , ,  C1, . . .  , C~ 6 k[O] with deg(Bi) < deg(V) such that 
UV~+I i=1 ~ + ~=1 UV~9 
Differentiating both sides, we get 
Aiw~ U'-~~I ~ Bitwl + s Biwi' K- z mV' s B~w~ _ V --J- 1 + ~ ~C~wl 
{~I i=I i=I i=I i=I 
Miiwi 
= F V-' 
i= l  i= l  
Biwl , Ciwi 
- mV' V "+1 + ~ UV"  
i=1  i=1 
Equating the coefficients of each wl, we get 
I n V I C i  A, = B! . • M 'RJ + - -  
(E~) UV ''+1 Y'~ - E Y" - ~ UV m 
3This ~ermlnology could be misleading since such a factorlzatlon is not "squarerree" (the indlvldua.~s 
factors are), but this is the standard term used in computer ~lgebr~. 
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for i = ] . . . .  n. Multiplying by UV ~+1 on both sides, and reducing modulo V, we get 
the following linear system for B I , . . .  , B,~: 
(s) 
Aj, = -mUVtB1 + ~ ~ MjlB i (mod V) 
- -mvv' , + (rood V) 
j=l 
7" A,~ - -mUV'B ,  + - -  ~_, Mi, B.~ (rood V) j=l 
(note that we needed the fact that B~' 6 k[O], which is shown in Lemma 1.2). 
P 
Let Ov = {~ such that P,Q E k[O] and (Q, V) = (1)}. Ov is a subrlng of k(0). We 
now proceed to prove that (S) will have a solution in k[O]. 
( wl ~' . ,  
LEMMA 2.1, Let S, = UV '+~,V~, .  Ir(S~,.. S,) ;~ a set org~,er~tor~ for ~[0] kCe'~ 
over Or, then ( S) has a solution in k[O]. 
PrtooF: Suppose that ($1, . . . ,  S,~) is a set of generators for k[O] k(~ over Or .  Then 
. P~ 
there exist P,, Q, 6 k[O] such theLt (V, Qi) = (1) and E i=l  A,w; = ~,=,  ~-r But 
(V, Qi) -" (1), hence there exist C~, D, 6 k[O] such that CiQi + DiY = 1, hence CiQt -~ 1 
(mod V), hence 
i=I i=I ~i~i  i=l 
- ~ c,r,(uvw,'- muv'w,) 
(modV) 
(rood V) 
i=1 
- Y~(-mUV'C,  Plw, + C, Pi ZMqws)  (rood V). 
i--i j= l  
t-~ence A i ~ -mUVIOiP i  -gv ~ Enj=l A~IC j~ (rood V'), so ClP 1, . , .  ,CAP. is a 
solution of (S). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If (U, V) = (1), V is normal, and m > O, then (S) has a solution is 
~[0]. 
PR.OOF: Suppose that (U,V) = (1), V is normal, rn > 1, and that ($1,... ,S,~) is not 
a set of generators for k[O] 'k(~ over Or. Then, either they are linearly dependent over 
k(O), or they form a basis for k(O, y) over k(O), in which case there exists h 6 k[0] *(e'~) 
1 ,~ 
such that h = ~ )-~i=1 ]liSt where V X 7] for some i. If they are linearly dependent over 
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k(O), then there exist T1 . . . .  , T,~ fi k[O] such that ~ i~t  7~Si = 0 and V X 7} for some i. 
1 
In that case, let h = ~ ~;=1 T~S~ = 0 E k[0] ~(~ 
Let g = h + E,L1 (UTi)'w, E k--~ ~(~ We have 
1- /:  
g = V + (UT')nw  
11, I t  
m I Wi = yr  a V ra (UT,)vZ) 
i=1 i=1 
UT~w~ 
Let t = ET=, V"  There is an i such that V A ~q, and (U,V) = 0) ,  hence 
V /~ UTt, so let P E k[O] be a prime such that P [ V and P A UT~. By Proposition 
1.14, (wl, . . .  ,w,) is a local integral basis at P, so tV  ~-1 is not locally integral at P, 
so there is a place p lying above P such that up(iV m- l )  < 0, hence up(t) < L,p(Vt-~). 
Let r be the ramification index of p above P. Since V is squarefree, up(V) = r, so 
ur(V 1-'~) < 0, so up(t) < 0. V is normal, and P I V, so p is normal, so by Lemma 1.7, 
t I t n 
ur(t' ) = up( t ) - r  < %(V t - ' ) - r  = up(V-m), hence up(~-~-) < 0. But ~-ff =g E 
k-~k(a,u) contradiction. 
Hence ($1, . . . ,  S,,) is a set of generators for k[0] k(e'u) over Or, hence, by Lemma 2.l, 
(S) has a solution in k[O]. 
So we can solve (S) for B t , . . . ,  B,  (rood V). We then get C1, . . . ,  C, by solving the 
equations (El) for i = 1.. .  n. Kepeatlng this process until D is squarefree, we eventually 
obtain g, h E k(#, y) such that h is normal and 
f = f -  +g' +h 
so the problem is reduced to integrating ( f -  + h) which is normal. 
Example,  
Consider 
f x+ l  (x log(~) + ~)  ~/~ + log(~) d~" 
I 
Let k = Q(x) with x' = 1, 6 be transcendental over k with 0' = - ,  and y be algebraic 
X 
over k(O) satisfying y2 _ O - x = 0. Our integrand is then 
~+I  
An integral basis for k-~ k(~ over k[e] is (wt, w2) = (1, V), so the canonical representa- 
tion of f is 
(Z + 1)W2 ~.X q- l)w2 
f = ~ei+ 2~.2e +Zs = z(o + ~)~ 
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and we have 
so the system (S) is 
W2 t /  --  2XO+ 2:~ 2 X+ 1 W2 
o _-__ -(~ + 1)B~ (moO 0 + ~) 
x+l - - -  ,2 
which has (B1, B2) = (0 , -2)  for solution. We now compute 
2w2 ~ t 
h= ] + \O+x)  =0 
so  
f x+ l  
(a: l.og(.) + ~2) V/~ + log(a:) 
The Residues. 
Let p be any k-place of k(O, y) and 
dx  --- 
~/r + log(~)' 
~,, = {f ~ ~k(0, v) such that ~( / )  > 0). 
For any f E #v, we define the value of f at p to be tile image of f under the canonical 
map from #p onto Pr/P, and we denote it vp(f). We note that for a finite place p, lying 
above e ~ k[0], . , . /p is an algebraic extension of k of degree d = deg(P), so "~(I) has 
d conjugates in k (not necessarily distinct). However, the results of this section do not 
depend on which conjugate is selected. 
In order to generalize the properties of the residues used in (Trager 1984, Rothstein 
1977) without having to introduce differentials over non-constant ground fields, we gh.e 
the following definition: 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let p be a normal k-place of k(O, y), of ramificati,m index r over k(O), 
trlng above P e k[O]. Let f e k(O, V) be such that %(f)  > -r .  Define then "rp(t) to be 
P 
P 
By Lemma 1.6, %(P') = O, so up(rf'-~7 ) = up(f) + r > 0 whenever %(f) > - r ,  hence 
rp(f) is well defined. The definition of r~(f) at the special places will be given in later 
sections. 
U I 
PROPOmTION 2.4. Let u E Ck(O, !1) and p be a normal k-place ofk(O, V). Then rp( u )  = 
U ! 
PROOP: Let r be the ramification index of p over k(O). By Lemma 1.7, U~(u) > -r ,  
hence rp(~)  is defined. Let t = P,~ be a uniformizing variable at p, where P E k[O]. We 
U 
have  
t' 1p ,p  -~ 1 P' 
r rP  
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P 
pI 
u = Hence  
hence 
t 
Let v = %(u). Then there exists w ~ ~:(O,y) such that vp(w) = O, and it" 
u t t t W ~ 
u f w 
u' P w j t 
r u p-"7 = v + -~'- t- 7 9 
w t t .  
vp(t) = 1 and vp(w) = 0, hence, by Lemma 1.7, ~'~(~/~') > 1 - r + 1 - (1 - r) > 0, 
U t 
hence Tp( ) = 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Suppose that y is integral over k[O]. Let p be a normal k-place of 
k(O,y), of ramlfication index r over k(O), lying above P 6 k[8]. Let g E k(O, y) be locally 
integral at P, D e k[O], and ] - D" If P [ D and p2 X D, then rv(] ) = rvp( ~ ). 
PRoov: Suppose that P[  D, and that p2 X D. Then vp(D) = r, so vv(f ) = %(g) - r  > 
D D' - r ,  so vv($) is defined. Let C = "~ e k[O], then, = PtC + PC', so P'C = D' - PC'. 
P g g , hence "rp(f) : By Definition 2.3, ~-p(f) = vp( r fP ) .  But r]~" 7 = rp- '~ =r  D' - I'C' 
g g 
rvp(D, -pc , )  = rvp(~-7), since vv(D' ) = 0 and vp(PC') = r > O. 
Let K be a field, X1,. . .  , X m be indeterminates over K, and Q E K[X1,. . .  , Xm]. By 
primx~(Q), we mean the primitive part of Q with respect o X~. As a corollary, we get 
a rational way of computing the vp~s at the normal places: 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Suppose that y is integral over k[O]. Let ] e k(O, y) and let f = f -  + 
Atwi  ~ G 
~=1 D be its canonical representation. Write ~i=~ A;w~ = -~, where G e k[O, y] 
and H E k[O]. Let F E k[O,y] be the defining polynomial for k(O,y), and z be an 
indeterminate over k. Define R E k[z] by: 
I f ]  is normal, then the roots of R are nonzero rational multiples of the rr( f  ) at all the 
normal k-places of k(O, y) where f has a pole. 
PROOP: Let (rp)p be the rp(]) at the normal places of k(O, y) over k(O) where f has a 
pole, and let (er) p be the ~'p(]) at the normal places of fc(O, U) over ~(0) where $ has a 
pole. Siace the ev's are the conjugates of the rp's in ~, it will be enough to prove that 
the roots of R(z) are nonzero rational multiples of the ep's. 
G 
Let f = f -  + 1-.-~ = $-  +/ -~ be normal, then D is squarefree by Proposition 1.18. 
For any normal place p, %( f - )  > O, so ~'p(/-) = O, so rv(] ) = rp(D). Recall that, for 
a field K, and polynomials P, Q ~ K[X], 
resultantx(P,Q)=cl 1-I ( f~-c~)=c2 I I  p(a) 
= o 
= 0 
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where Cl,C2 E K \ {0} are obtained from the leading coefficients of P and Q. Let 
~x . . . .  , c~,~ be the zeros of D in k (they are distinct since D is squarefree). For i = 1. . .  m, 
let 
R~(z) = resultants(G@, y) - zH (,~i )D'(,~ ), F@,  y ) ) 
and let f~a . . . .  , f~  be the zeros of F(al, y) in k (they are not necessarily distinct). Let 
Rq (z )  = G(c~,, jSq) - zH(cq)D'(a,) 
then, n,( , )  = ~, l-I;=, nu(*), for r e ~ \ {0}, so 
~ 
i=l j= l  
for c E k, \ {0}. Let t e k be a zero of n(z). Then R,j(t) = 0 for some i,j, so 
G(c~,, jSq) = tH(a,)D'(c~,). 
G 
Let plj be a place of k(0, y) such that pq lies above x - txl, and y - 151j E Pit. g = 
is integral over k[O], and D'(a,) # 0 since D is squarerree. Ilence, 
v g ~= ~,;(V) 
so, by Proposit ion 2.5, t = rpq(]), where rq E Z is the ramification index of pq over 
ri$ 
~(o). 
Conversely, let t = rp(f )  at a normal place of k(O, V) over k(O) where f has a pole. 
r be the ramification index of p ovcr/e(0). Then, /- = up(~--~7) by Proposi*ion Let 2.5. 
r / j .  
But up(f) < 0, and g is integral over k,[0], so up(D) < 0, so p = pq for some i,j, so 
Ru(~) = 0, so R(~)= 0. 
Hence, the roots of R(z) are nonzero rational mu]tiples of the rp's. 
The  Resu l tant  Cr i te r ion .  
Let ] e k(O, y). From Liouville's theorem, f has an elementary integral over k(O, y) if 
and only if there exist v E k(O, y), u~ e Ck(O, y), and cl e (~ (where C is the constant 
field of k) such that 
m Ui I 
(El l  : = vI+ ~ c , - - .  
ui i=1 
in this section, we present a necessary condition for (El)  to have a solution whenever 
] is normal. 
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LEMMA 2.7". Suppose that f is normal. I f  (El) has a solution, then %(v) >__ 0 and 
Tp(v') = 0 at all the normal k-places p ofkCO, y). 
m I l l  t 
PROOF: Let ] = v' + ~-~;--1 c ; - -  be any solution of (El). Suppose that up(v) < 0 
ttl 
at some normal place p. By Lemma 1.7, vp(v') - up(v) - r  < - r ,  while r,~,(~) - 
vr(u~' ) -vp(u ; )  _> - r .  Hence, vp(f) = v~(,,') < - r ,  in contradiction with / normal. 
Hence pp(v) > 0, 
The previous paragraph also proves that ~'p(v ~) is defined. Let I = P~ be a uniform]zing 
variable at p, where P E k[O]. As in the proof of Proposition 2.4, we have 
- p ,p  -~=~ 1 pi 
t' 
r rP  
hel lEe 
,P  = 1,/' L 
rv ~ tr 
P 
By Lemma 1.7, r,p(v') > l - r ,  and %(t') = 1-r .  Hence, vp(r,/)-~) > 1 - r+ l - (1 - r )  > 
0, so rr(v'  ) = 0. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. l f  f is normal then for any solution of(Et)  and any normal k-place 
p ofk(O, y), we have ~( f )  = E,%~ c,~,(u,). 
m Ui t 
PROOF: Let f = v' + ~i=1 e l - -  be any solution of (El). We have 
l/i 
rrt I nt 
T (1) = + = + 
1=1 i= l  
By Lemma 2.7, ~'p(v') = 0, so the proposition is verified. 
As a corollary, we get the following generalization of a theorem of Rothstein (1977, 
theorem 1), which gives us a necessary condition for elementary integrabillty: 
PROPOSITION 2,9. Suppose that y is integral over k[O], and let f E k(O, y) be normal. 
Let the notation be as in Proposition 2.6. If (El) has a solution, then R(z) = uP(z)  
where a 6 k and P E k[z] is monlc and bus constant coeglclents. 
PrtooP: Suppose that (El) t~as a solution. Then, by Proposition 2.8, r , ( f )  is a constant 
at any normal place p, so, by Proposition 2.6, the roots of R(z) must be all constants, o 
R(z) = c(R)P(z),  where P(z) = 1-Ir~(,)=0(z -3 ) i s  monlc and has constant coefficients. 
]Examples. 
Consider 
log(x) + <log(x) + IV~ (x) 
] 1 + log(~) dx. 
1 
Let k = Q(x), 0 be transcendental over k with O' = • (i.e. O = log(2:)), and y be 
algebraic over k(O) satisfying F(O, Y) = y4 _ 20y2 + 0 ~ _ 0 = O. 
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Our integrand is 
f _y+o 1+0 
which is normal. The polynomials of Proposition 2.6 are: 
a(e, u) = 0 + y 
H(8) = 1 
D(o) = o + 1 
R( z ) = resultants(pr imr ( esultant~( G - z H D', F)), D) 
= z 4 + 4xz  s + 8x2z  2 + 8xSz + 5~v 4
so f has no elementary integral by Proposition 2.9. 
Consider 
log(1 + e~) (1/~) 
+ log0 + e.) d~. 
7 t 
Let k = Q(x, 7), where 7 is transcendental over Q(x) with - -  = 1 (i.e. 7 --- e~), and 
7 
let 8 be transcendental over k with 6' - (1 + 7)' (i.e. 0 = log(1 +7)), and y be algebraic 
1+'r 
over k(O) satisfying F(O, y) = ya - 0 = O. 
Our integrand is 
Y 
I -o+ 1 
which is normal. The polynomials of Proposition 2.6 are: 
e(0,  v) = v 
H(O) = 1 
D( o) = 0 + 1 
R( z ) = resultanfe(pr im, (resultantvC G - z H D', F)), D) 
= -z  s _ (I + e') 3 
so ] has no elementary integral by Proposition 2.9. 
The Logarithmic Case. 
In riffs section, we solve equation (El) in the case 0 = log(v), rl E k. 
The Logarithmic Part. 
Let f e k(O, y). From Liouville's theorem, f has an elementary httcgral over k(O, y) if 
and only if there cxist v e k(O, y), u~ E Ck(O, y) (with ui transcendental over k), v i e Ck, 
and cl,d i E C (where C is the constant field of k) such that 
~--, d. ~_~ "~ u,' s = , '+  , .J + 
In order to find the u;'s, given an ] which is normal, we first define the ~'p(]) at the 
infinite places. 
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DEFINITION 2.10. Suppose that 0 = log(q). Let p be an infinite k-place of k(O, y), of 
ramification index r orerO = oo. Let f E k(O, y), and let a be the coefficient ofO -1 in the 
Puiseux expansion o f f  atp. Ira = v '+c  ~ with v E [e and c' = O, then let ~'p(f) = -re.  
O 
Otherwise, rp(f) is undetined. 
The rp(f) are uniquely determined since we assume that 0 is an elementary monomial 
over k. They can be computed by solving equation (E0). 
PROPOSITION 2.11. If ] is normal, then /'or any solution of (Ez) and any k-place p of 
k(O, y), we have  "rp(f) = Eim=l ei l2p(tt l ) .  
PROOF: If p is normal, then the equality is true for any solution of (E2) (by Proposition 
2.8). Otherwise, p is infinite, and let r be the ramification index of p over O = or and 
v,' m ttit 
/ = v' + E~=I dJ "-~ + Ei=l e l - -  be any solution of (E2). Let I' = min(up(f), 0). The 
vj ui 
Puiseux expansion of ] at p is 
C30 
f = Y~ azO -I/" 
I "=1,~ 
where the al's are algebraic over k. By Lemma 1.8, we must have vp(v) > 11 - r, so the 
Puiseux expansion of v at p is 
co 
v = y~ btO -I1, 
I=#- r
where the bt's are algebraic over k. By Lemma 1.10, the Puiseux expansion of --u~ at p is 
t4i 
ui r Cio I 
ui Cio 
,-~ ,0-2/, v_r_.~O' O-1 - -  +C i l 'O  -1 / "  + '~ i~ + . . .  +(C~, '  - --)
r O 
+ ~ CitO -I/" 
I=r+l  
where the Cit's are algebraic over k. We then have 
uit eo I 
ci 
i~i ~i eo 
+ e 'o-'z " + +. . .  + (e , '  - c, o )0-~ 
r T 1 
co  
q" Z elO-tlr 
/=r-t-1 
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where the el's are algebraic over k. Hence. 
I V .t ~_~ ~i  t 
v' + E dj _:L. + ~ c i~ = bl,-,'O-(~-')l' + ' "  + b~-JO -0'-1)1" 
j= l  Vj i--1 U i  
-1  
+ ~(h /+ ' -  
r 
r--1 
+ ~((b,+e,)' 
/=1 
rf 1 
+((b, + ~, ) '  - ~7 
Since this is also the Puiseux 
tl r = 
I ' ~' eo' "1') 
l + (bo' + -b_ ,  + - -  + E eo j=l vj 
r - I ~b. ~0 -tl '  + I-~j 
r rl 
~2 ~,,,(,,,))o-~ + ... 
i--1 
expansion for ]. we have 
t m 
(b, + e, )' - ~ ~- ~ c,~,(u,). 
rl r ~=~ 
From Definition 2.10, we see that vp(f) -- Y~.i=.l c,L,p(u,). 
The fo]lowing proposition is an analogue to the residues formula: 
PROPOSITION 2.12. Suppose that f is normal. If (E~) has a solution, 
)"~p deg(p)~'p(f) - 0, where the sum is taken over all the k-places of k(O, y). 
PROOF: By Proposition 2.11, if (E2) has a solution, then 
E deg(p), ,(f)  -- E deg(p) c,u,(u,) - E c, E dcg(p)~,,(u,) = 0. 
p p i~ l  i----1 p 
then 
PROPOSITION 2.]3. Suppose that y is integral over k[0], and let the notation be as in 
G 
Proposition 2.6. Suppose fiJrther that ] -- -~ is normal. Let 1/ be the vector space 
generated over Q by the rp(f) at all the places. Let r l , . . .  ,rt be a basis for V over 
Q, and at each place p of k(O, Y) over k(0), write rp(f) = Ett=l ~-ri where qlp, h~ E Z, 
h~ 
(qlp, hi) = (1) and hi > 0. For i = l . . . .  1, let Di be the divisor ~ q~rP' 
If (E2) has a solution, then there exist positive integers nl , . . .  ,n.t such that niDi is 
principal for each i, and (E2) has a solution of the form 
t v. '  1 t wi.__L 
where v e k(O, V), vi e Ck, w~ E Ck(O, y), h e Z is nonzero, and the divbor of ea& wl 
is n~Di. 
m Ul t 
q ~ + ~i=1 c i~ be any solution of (E2). Let W be the PROOF: Let f = v' + ~j=l  dJ aj u~ 
vector space generated over Q by c l , . . .  ,ca. Let r be a rp(f) at some place p. By 
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Proposition 2.11, 7" = Y~4=1 clt,p(ul) 6 W. Hence V is a subspace of W. So, we can 
complete (rl ,  . . . .  rt) to a basis ( r l , . . .  ,rt, s l , . . .  , s~) of W over Q. 
1 I 1 t 
Now we can write cl = ~ ~./=1 n~jrj + -~ ~_,~=~ rn~s~ for i = 1. . .  m, where h, the 
mi~s ~nd the nlj's are all integers. Thus, 
q a-' ~1  t ~-~1 ' u,' 
1=1 i=1 j=t  i=1 k=l  ~ i  
I 
ytl ' '  where vk = I-L~I u, -m'* and wj = YI;=I u~". 
At any place p of k(0, y) over k(O), we have 
1 ~ 1 I 
~'P(f) =- -h E s~t,~,(vl~ )+ -~ E rjr,p(wj). 
k=l  j= l  
But ,~(f )  e V, henc~ , , ( , , )  = 0 for k = ~ . . . .  t, so ,~ , . . .  , , ,  e ek. 
No,~, at a pla~e V of k(0, y) over k(0), we have 
I I 
j= l  j= l  
h 
so vp(wj) = ~-fqj, at any place p, hence the divisor ofwj is .Dj (for j = 1...1). 
We compute the divisors D l , . . .  , Di, and test whether they are of finite order. If one of 
them is of infinite ordcr then f has no elemcntary integral. Othcrwisc, we get wl, . . . .  wt 
(up to multiplication by an clement of Ck, but any choice will do since the v/'s are still 
undetermined). 
The Algebraic Part. 
Having found the ui's of equation (E~), the remaining step is to find v E k(O,y), 
vj E Ck, and dj E C (where C is the constant field of k) such that 
1 
(Es) s = , '  + ~ +rE  
j= l  'Oj 
We recall the convention that vp(O) - +c~ at any place p, and that deg(0) = -oo 
when 0 is viewed as a polynomial 
PROPOSITION 2.14. Let I e k(O,y) be normal. Let/~ = mlnp(mln(-rp,~p(f)  - rr)), 
and fl~ "1;" ( ~  1~, where the minimums are taken over all the in~nite places p, 
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and rp is the ramification index of p over 0 = co. If (Es) has a solution, then there exist 
g l , . . . ,  a~ e k[O] such that deg(g~) < 3~ and v = ~ a~w~. 
PROOF: Let y = v' + ~f]ti=~d j vj'  ben  solution of (Ea). By Lemma 2.7, v has no finite 
vj 
poles, hence v is integral over k[O], hence v = ~i=1 g~wl where gl E k[O]. 
Let p be an infinite place, of ramification index rp over 0 = co. Since v i E ek ,  
I 
v , (~)  >_ 0. 
Suppose that %( f )  >_ 0, then vp(v') >_ O. By Lemma 1.8, either up(v) -- 0 or vv(v' ) < 
~,p(,,) + rp, hence ~,~(,,) >_ - r r  
Suppose that vr ( f  ) < 0, then vr(v '  ) = vr ( f )  < 0, hence, by Lemma 1.8, vp(v') <_ 
~,~(,~) + ~, h~ncr ~(~) >_ v~(f )  - ~. 
Hence ~,p(,) > mi=(~,~(f) - ~,-~,)  >__ ~, so ~(v0a)  >_ ~(1 - r) >_ 0 (since a < 0). 
Hence, vO~ = ~i~1 giO/Jwl is locally integral at 0 = co. Since (w l , . . . ,  w,,) is normal  
above O = cr we have giO~wi locally integral at 0 = cr for each i, by Proposit ion 1.14 
(iv). But "~(0,) = -r~ des(g,),  hence 
des(a,)  < ,,_t,,, ~=~,~,, - ~p  = ,,_r _ ~. 
rp rp 
This inequality being true at any infinite place p, we have deg(gl) </~i for all i. 
We now proceed to show how Proposit ion 2.14 can be turned into an algorithm for 
finding the v and vj's of equation (Es), given a normal f E k(O, y). 
We first select one fixed infinite place ~. We then compute ill, . - .  ,/3, as in Proposit ion 
3~ 'S 2.14. For each i, if/3; < 0 we set g~ = 0, otherwise we set g~ "- ~ j=0 eqOi where the cii 
are undetermined. 
Let p be an infinite place, of ramification index r over 0 = do. Then 0 -1 / '  is a 
uniformizing variable at p. We can then compute the principal part of the following 
Puiseux expansion at p: 
= ZcijwiOJ = ~ LIO-I/" +""  
i=1 i=1 j=O I----'m 
where m is a lower bound, and the Ll's are linear combinations of the clj's with coefficients 
in ~:. 
Let It = miu(vp(f) ,  0). We compute the following part  of the Pulseux expansion of f 
at p: 
f = ~atO -I/" +. . .  
In# 
where the al's are algebraic over k (we may have a v = 0). By Lemma 1.8, we must  have 
v~(v) _> V - r, and the principal part  of v' must be the same as the principal par t  of ] .  
So let 
I '  
v = ~ blO -t/, +".  
t=/~-r 
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where the bt's are undetermined and algebraic over k. Then, 
v' + ~dj.= v_~v.~ ---- btg- 'O- (g - ' ) / "  q ' " "  "I- b 'g- lO - (g -1 ) / ,  
-1 ~1 t t 
+ ~ (b,' + r - ( t/-'b,_, )o-'/" + (b'o + -6_, + ~ ej ~)  
i~_1 ~ r r/  7"/ j=l 
r r - - l  t 
+ ~ (~' + . . . . .  Kbz_,)o-'/' +. . .  
r r~ 
l~l  
For each I in [ /~- r . . .0 ] ,  we set bt = BI +bt, where bt is an undetermined constant, and 
, yZ  
Bt is undetermined and algebraic over k. Matching the expansions of v r + ~j---1 dj 
%; 
and f ,  we get bt ~ : 0 for tt - r < 1 </~, hence 
BI :0 fo r~- r_<l<t t .  
We claim that, for tt < I < O, 
have 
hence, 
at : bt t "4- r - I 
knowing Bt - ,  allows us to find Bt and bt-, .  Indeed, we 
r/' r - ! r/' , r - I r/~ 
- -b t - ,  : btt + ~- -Bt - , ,  + bt - ,  
r ~ r ~ r 
l - r ~ ~r  - i r/' 
at + Bt - ,  : bt' + bt- ,"  
r r~ r 71 
The left hand side is a known element of ~, so we can decide whether it has an 
elementary integral of the form w + clog(r/) by solving (E0): If it has no such integral, 
then f has no elementary integral, otherwise we get Bt and bt-,,. 
Since we have BI ,_ ,  = . . .  = Bi,_l = 0, this enables us to find Bt , , . . . ,B -1  and 
bg- r~. . .  ,b - l -~ .  
Also, for 1 <__ I < r, knowing Bt-, ,  allows us to find bt- , .  For wc have 
at (bt + dt)' + r - i r/' r - l ~l'Fj - - r - IT '  = ~- -b t - ,  = (bt + dl)' + . . . .  t - ,  + bt- ,  ~- -  
r r/ r r/ r r/ 
hence, 
l - ro '  al + - - - -B I - r  : (bt + dl) t + b-~_, r - ! r/', 
r ~ r r~ 
The leK hand side is a known element of k, so we can decide whether it has an 
elementary integral of the form w + clog(t/) by so lv~g (E0). If it has no such integral, 
then j" has no elementary integral, otherwise we get bl - , .  
Since we have B I - , , . . .  , B - l ,  this enables us to find b l - r  , . . .  , b -1 .  
Finally, we have 
r/t t r / t  ........ ~t  t v"  t 
o0 = b0' +--b_, + E d~Yg = b0' +-B_ ,  + b_,-- + ~d~ 
r~ j=l  vj t~ t~ j= l  J 
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hcIIce, 
(,) 
r/t t t l j . t  
rl r~ j=1 J 
We can assume that b_, = 0 at 1~, so at i~, (*) becomes 
r~ t t 
~o - -B_ ,  = b0' + ~d j  vj'. 
T1 j=l vj 
The left hand side is a known element of k, which we can integrate. If it has no 
elementary integral of the form w + ~)=1 c~ log(Ti), then f has no elementary integral, 
otherwise we get t, v~ . . . . . .  vt, d l , . .  9 ~ dr. 
At the other infinite places, (*) becomes 
r/t t V t - - r f  
ao - - -B_ ,  - ~ dj v-J- =b0 r + b_ , - - .  
rl j=l vi r~ 
The left hand side is a known element of k (if we started with/~), so we can decide 
whether it has an elementary integral of the form w + clog(r/) by solvin__gg (E0). I f  it has 
no such integral, then f has no elementary integral, otherwise we get b_,. 
We have computed b~ for tt - r < l < O, so let S n be the following linear system in the 
clj ~s: 
L l=0form<l  <p- - r  
(St)  Lt :b l  for t t - r  _< !< 0. 
We repeat the above procedure for each infinite place p (unless we find that f has 
no elementary integral). We then gather all the (S,) 's  into one linear system (S), with 
coefficients in k which we solve. If (S) has no solution, then f has no elementary integral. 
Otherwise let (cq)~,j be any solution, and let 
v = ~ cij wiO j. 
i=t j=O 
Suppose that (Aq)  and (B;j)  are both solutions of (S). Let v = E,~=I E~'--0 A' iw'  Oj 
and. w ~=I  ~' : n ) "~j=O F]iJ wiOj" Then vp(v - w) > 0 at all the infinite places. But 
v - w is integral over k[O], so v~(v - w) >_ 0 at aU the finite places, so v - w E k. So 
t 
- -  t g = f - vt ~ j=t  di v-L" must be in k in order for ] to have an elementary integral. If 
vj 
this is the case then we can integrate g. 
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The GlobaI Approach. 
We show that, in the case of an n~h-root extension of k(O), we can solve equation (Es) 
without computing Puiseux expansions. Since 1 is in the integral basis, we can assume 
that wl = 1. Let f 6 (2k(0, y) be normal. Then its canonical representation is of the 
,, Aiw___! 
form I = ~ i= l  U where U is squarefree. Let E and the Mq's be as in the section 
E 
on Hermite reduction. If E J' U, then we multiply the A~'s and U by (E, U)" Since E is 
squarefree, U will remain squarefree. 
From Proposition 2.14, if (Ea) has a solution, then v = ~=l  B~w~ where B I , . . .  , B, 6 
k[O]. So if (Es) has a solution, then 
n f 
i----.1 i----I j= l  
Differentiating both sides, we get 
A~w~ _ Bi'w~ + y~B~ Mqwj ' v.' 
i=l  U i---1 i=l  j= l  E ~ j : l  ~ aj ~.3  
Equating the coefficients of the wi's on both sides, we get the following system with 
unknowns (B I , . . .  , B,,), (v l , . . . ,  vt), and (dr, . . .  , dr): 
(S,o,) 
v + Y  JLt, 
j= l  j= l  J 
A2 ' L M-~-B 
-~--=B2 + E S 
j=l 
A. ~ M.. 
-b- = Bo' + 
j=l 
Also, if (S~og) has a solution, then letting v = ~1 B;w; gives us a solution of (Es). 
We have thus proved the following: 
PROPOSITION 2.15. (Ea) has asolutio, irand onb'if(Stog)/,as ol,,tion (B1 , . . . ,  Bn) 6 
k[a], 0,1, . . .  ,o,) ~ cTk, (dr . . . . .  4 )  ~ ~'. 
Suppose now that y is an, n t~ root over k(8). This implies that /l[q -- 0 whenever 
i ~ j ,  and also that/l~rll = 0, so the system (Stoa) becomes: 
t 
7)- j=~ ~j 
A2 = B ' M22 B 
(S,o.~) -U- ~ + T ~ 
A,, M,,. 
-U- = B.'  + --~--B. 
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and any of the techniques in (Risch 1969h, Rothsteln 1977, Davenport  1986, Bronstein 
1989) can determine whether (Stoa2) has a solution. Note that (Sto,) (or (Sto,2)) may 
have more than one solution, but any choice will give us a solution of (E3). 
Example .  
Consider 
f (~  + 9 + 1)~A+ ]og(~) + (~ + 1) log(~)  + 3~ 2 + ~ax.  (x log(x)  + x2)~/x + log(x) + x 2 log(x) + x ~ 
Let k = q(~) ,  O be transcendental  over k with O' = ! (i.e. 0 = log(~)),  and V be  
a7 
algebraic over k(O) satisfying F(O, y) = y~ - 0 - x = O. 
Our integrand is 
I = ((a~ + 1)0 - x s + ~)u  - (2x~ - ~ - 1)0 - 2x,' + x 2 + x 
x02 - (xs  - 2 r2 )0  - r.4 + x s 
which is normal. The polynomials of Proposit ion 2.6 are 
G(O,y)=( (3x+l )O-x  n+x2)y - (2x  u-x -1)o -2x  ~+x 2+x 
H(O) = 1 
0 (0)  = x02 - (x n - 2x2)o -  x 4 + x ~ = x(O + x)(O - x 2 + x) 
~(z) = ~,,~,Ita,. ,(p~im.(.e.~t~..t~(G - ~HD' ,  F)) ,  D) 
= p(~)~s(~ _ 2) 
where P(x )  e Q[x]. There is only one place p0 above 0 + x, and, by Proposit ion 2.5~ 
rw( ] )  = 0. There are two unramified places above 0 - x 2 + x, so let pl be the one such 
that  vw(y  ) = x, and p2 be the one such that vr , (y)  = -x .  By Proposit ion 2.5, ~'p, (1) = 0 
and ~'w(f) = 2. There is only one infinite place Poo of ramificatk)n index 2 over 0 = co, 
1 
and the coefficient o1" 0 -1 in the Pulseux expansion of f at poo is a = -2~ + 1 + - .  We 
have 
f a = + x + log(x) = + x+ 0 
so, by Definition 2.10, "rv**(l) = -2 .  Thus (2) is a basis over Q for the vector space 
generated by the r ( f ) ' s ,  and the divisor of Proposition 2.13 is Dt = p2 - p=,. We find 
that D1 is principal and is the divisor of ~ + y, so our new integrand is 
g = f _ 2(x + v)' : (x + t)u 
x + y xl + x 2 " 
(wl, w2) = (1, y) is an integral basis for k[#ff (e'~) over k[0], so the canonical representat ion 
of g is (,r + 1)w2 
g= 
xt  + x 2 
and we have (o1, 1( :  0)(o,) 
w2' /  =2x#+2x 2 x+l  w~ 
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so the system (Sioa2) is 
t ~.1 o=B~'+Z;+~ 
j~ l  3 
~r+l  B '  x+l  
xO + x ~ - 2 + 2xO + 2x  2 
B2 
which has (B1, B2, t) = (0, 2, 0) for solution. We now compute 
h = g - (2~2) '  = 0 
SO 
/<+ + = + 1)~/. + los(;) + (3. + ~)log(.)+ 3~ +.d .  
( , log( , )  + ~,)~/. + log(,.) + =, log(=) +,~ 
= 2~/~ + log(xi + 2 log(= + ~/.  + log(;)) 
The Exponential Case. 
In this section, we soh, e equation (El)  in the case 0 = exp(r/). We say that f ~ k(O, y) 
is reduced if f is normal, and %( f )  >_ 0 at the special places. 
The Algebraic Part. 
LEMMA 2.16. Let f,  g E le. If  the equation z' + f z  = g has a solution in le, then it has a 
solution in k(f, g). 
PRooF:  Letz  e kbeaso lu t ionofz '+fz  =g.  Let K=k( ] ,g )  andL=K(z ) .  L is  
finite algebraic over K, so let d = [L : K]. We then have 
d 
1 g , 1 g ~ 1 g 
g = TrL (o )=-~Trg . (z  +. fz )= (~Tr~c(z ) )+f ( -~TrK(z ) )  
hence Z = 1Tr~c(z) E k( f ,g ) i s  also a solution. 
d 
We recall the convention that up(O) = +oo at any place p, and that deg(O) -- -oo 
when 0 is viewed as a po]ynomlal. 
PROPOSITION 2.17. Let f E k(O,y) be normal. Let b = minp(~,0) ,  where the 
rp 
minimum is taken over all the places p lying above 0 = 0, B = minp(v~(f),0), and 
Bi = min~(~)  - B - b, where the mininums are take over all the places p lying 
rp 
above 0 = oo, and r E is the ramification index o[ p above k(O). I f  (El)  has a solution, 
then there exist g l , . . .  , g,~ e k[O] such that deg(g;) <_ Bi and v = 0 b ~tn__l giw~. 
PROOF:  Let ] ' ,~ u;' ---- v + ~=1 c~- -  be a solution of (El), and let p be a place of ramification 
I 
index r r above 0 = 0. By Lemma 1.8, vp(u-~. ) > 0. 
Suppose that v~(f) > 0, then vp(v') > 0, hence, by bemma 1.8, t,p(v) > 0. 
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Suppose that vr( f )  < 0, then ~,p(v') = vp(f) < 0, hence, by Lemma 1.8, ~,p(v') = 
~p(v) = ~( f ) .  
Hence ,~(v) > m~u(~(f) ,0) ,  so > man(~'-z ~-~,0) > b, so .p(,) >_ b,~. But 
~p(O -b) = -brp, hence vn(O-bv) 0 for any place p lying above 0 = O. By Lemma 9..7, 
v has no poles at any other finite place, hence O-~v has no finite poles, hence O-by is 
inte~al  o~e~ kte], hence ~ = O' EL~ g,~, where g l , . . .  ,g~ ~ k[Ol. 
Let p be a place of ramification index rp above 0 = oc. By Lemma 1,8~ v}(u~. " ) >_ O. 
Suppose that v~(f) > O, then vp(v') > O, hence, by Lemma 1.8, %(v) )__ O. 
Suppose that ~( f )  < O, then ~(~')  = ~( f )  < O, hence, by Lem~a 1.S, ~,(~') = 
~(' )  = ~(Y). 
Hence, vp(v) > mln(w~(f),0) > B, so vp(vO B) > B(1 - r )  > 0 (since B < 0). Hence 
vOB = ~i~=l giOb+Bwi is locally integral at 0 = oo. Since (wl , . . .  , w,~) is normal above 
0 = 0% we have giob+Bwi s locally integral at 0 = oo for each i, by Proposition 1.14 
(iv). But vp(g,)= - r ,  deg(g,'), hence 
des(o,) _< ~(~, ) -  (b + ~)~ = ~(~o,) _ ,  -b .  
rp rp 
This ineqna]Jty being true at any infinite place p, we have deg(.q;) < Bi for all i. 
We now proceed to show how Proposition 2.17 can be turned into an algorithm for 
finding a v E k(O, y) such that ] - v I is reduced. 
We first replace exp(o) by exp(~) where t is the least common multiple of the ramificeL- 
tion indices at the special places. All the special places will then be unramified (rr = 1), 
and the local series will be Lattrent expansions. 
If f has no poles above 0 = 0 or 0 = c~, then f is reduced, so we return v = 0. 
Suppose now that f has at lcast one pole above 0 = 0 or 0 = c~. We compute 
b, Bx, ... ,B,, as in Proposition 2.17. For each i, if/:]i < 0 we set g; = 0, otherwise we 
set gl = ~./B__~ 0 c~ 0~ where the cq's are undetermined. 
Let p be a specla] place. Then 0 ~' is a unlformizlng variable at p, where e = =El. We 
can then compute the principal part 
Ob E glwl = 
i=1 i~ l  
of the following Laurent expansion at p: 
Bi -1  
- -  .~b + j  
~ cijwio = ~_a LlOd + .. . 
j=0 I=m 
where m is a lower bound, and the Lt's are linear combinations of the cij's with coefficients 
in k. 
Let v = vp(]). If v >__ 0, then vp(v) >_ 0 by Lemma 1.8, so let Sr be the following linear 
system: 
(St) Lt =0form <i<0.  
Otherwise, v < 0 and we compute the principal part of the Lanrent expansion of f ~t 
p: 
f =~alO d+' ' "  
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where the at's are algebraic over k, and av ://: 0. By Lemma 1.8, we must have vv(v' ) = 
%(v) = v, and the principal part of v' must be the same as the principal part of f .  So 
let 
--1 
v = ~b~O "t +. . .  
I=v  
where the bt's are undetermined and algebraic over k. Then, 
-1  -1  
.' = ~ (b,' + ,',u,,)o" +. . .  = ~, o,o" +... 
l----v I=v  
For each ! in [v . . .  - 1], we solve b,' + ~l'elb, -- a, for bt E k(at) (see Lemma 2.16). 
05 ! 
Since 0 is a monomial, there is no w e k \ {0} such that - -  = -dr / ' ,  so there can be at 
w 
most one solution. If that equation has no solution for some I, then f has no elementary 
integral. Otherwise, let S v be the following linear system: 
[ L t - 'O form <l<r ,  (s~) 
L~-bt  fo rv_<l<O 
We repeat the above procedure for each special place p (unlcss we find that [ has 
no elementary integral). We then gather a].l the Sp's into one linear system S, with 
coefficients in k, which we solve. If S has no solution, then f has no elementary integral. 
Otherwise let (cij)i,j be any solution, and let 
v "- E eli wiO~+i 
r 
whictt we retnrn. Note that ] -  v t is reduced, since it has no principal parts at the special 
places. 
The Reduction a$ the Special Places. 
We show that, in the case of an n~h-root extension of k(O), the l lermite reduction can 
be extended to remove the poles of the integrand at the special places, without computing 
Puiseux expansions. Let f E k(0, y) be normal. Then its canonical representation is of 
the form 
f - ' f -+  U - 0 m q- U 
i --1 i= l  /----1 
where U is normal, and m is a nonnegative integer. Let E and the l~[ii's be as in the 
section on Hermlte redaction. 
If m = 0, then f has no poles above 0 = 0. Otherwise, we ask whether there exist 
e l , . . .  ,ca E k, and C1, . . .  , C,~ e k[0] such that 
/ ,- / L  - + / L 
i= l  i-----1 i=-I 
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Differentiating both sides, we get 
n Miimi 
O~ O~ toO' + s Ciw~ 
i - - i  i----i i-----I i'----i i=I  
Equating the coefficients of wl aad multiplying by EO m on both sides gives 
(El) EBi  = ECc;' - toO'c,)+ E U.i'cJ + EOVi 
,/=1 
for i = 1. . .n .  Let b, = B,(O) E k, e = W(O) E k \ {0} (e # 0 since E is normal), and 
mii -- Mii(O ) 6 k. Reducing the equations (Ei) modulo 0 and dividing by e, we get the 
following system in cl, . . .  , c~ :
1 " 
b 1 = c 1' - -mr l tc  1 + ~Emj lc i  
, 
b2 c~' - mo c2 + e mi~cJ (s,:,) .=  
b,~ c,~' - mrl c,~ + mi .c  i
There is no guarantee that (S~= r)  will have solutions in k, but we have the following 
result: 
PROPOSITION 2.18. Suppose that m > 1. If  (El)  has a solution, then (S,,p) has a 
solution in k. 
iz~ t
PRoop:  Let f = v' + ~,"=t c i - -  be a solution of (El), and let 
ui 
f -~ f -  -l- U - "~ + U 
i=t  i=1 i-----1 
be its canonical representation. By Lemma 2.7, v has no poles at the normal places, 
Diw___..i 
so we can write v = ~=1 8b where Di E k[O] and b > 0. By Lemma 1.8, b < m, 
so we can assume that b = m (multipb, lng the Di's by a power of 0 if necessary). Let 
~'~l ttit 
h = Ld_-I e l - - .  By Lemma 1.7, h is normal, and by Lemma 1.8, tt has no poles above 
Ill 
n C iw i  
0 = 0, so we can write h = E,-__I ---U-- where C, e ek[0]. So (E, ) beComes 
-T  ' '~ ' A , ,O - ( ) + u 
i= l  ~'-----[ i= l  r 
= ~ Dirwi ~ DiWl  I 
O" ' + z.., 
0~ - tort' ~_~ Diwl 
O~ + 2 ~U '~ i=1 i=1 i=1 i=1 
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Multiplying by UO ~ on both sides, we get 
v + o do,,,  = 
i=1 i=I 
I t  I t  11 
U D~'w~ + -~ 
i----I i=1 j= l  i=1 
• Ciwi 
i=1 
hence  
j= l  
Redudng modu|o e and dMdlng by U(O) r 0 (since U is normal) gives 
e 
./=1 
where dr = D,(0) E k. Hence (da,...  ,d , )  is a solution of (S~,~) it, k. 
Suppose now that y is an n ~h root over k(O). This implies that M;j -- 0 whenever 
i # j, so the system (S,,p) becomes 
bl - ca' + (ml l  _ nl, r/')Cl 
b~ = e2' + (m22 _ m,7')c~ 
(&.p,) 
. , .  
b. = c . '+  (m. .  m,?')r 
e 
and we can determine whether (S,.~=) has a solution. We repeat his process until either 
(&.~) (or (So,~=)) has no solution, in which case I has ,o  ele,,entary integral, or f |,as 
no poles above e = 0 (m = 0). Then we perrorm the d, ange or variabl~ ~ -- a = exp(-,7), 
find a new integral basis for k---~ k(~'~) over k[(t], and eliminate 0 from the denominator of
1. Thus, either we will have shown ,ha{ I has no elementary integral, or our integrand 
win be reduced. Note that (S~.~) (or (S~.v~)) may have ,,ore than one soh, tion, but any 
choice will do. 
The Logarithmic Part. 
Let f e k(O,y) be rednced. If (El)  has a solution, then vp(v) _> 0 at all the special 
places by Lemma 1.8, and up(v) _> 0 at all the normal places by Lemma 2.7. IIcnce 
v E k, so we are reduced to solving the following equation, for v E k, ~q E Ck(O, y) (with 
ui transcendental over k), v./ E C'k, ~nd c;, dj E C (whcre C is the constant field of k): 
l ~ Ul I 
(E4) S c , - - .  
j= l  Vj i=1 Ul 
In this section, we solve equation (E4), given a reduced ] e k(O, y). 
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LEMMA 2.19. Let ] be reduced, and p be a fixed special k-place of k( O, y). I f  (E4) has 
t 
a solution, the,, it has one where %(u,) = O, vp(u,) = 1, and vp(~)  - 0 for each i. 
m Ui I 
PROOF: Let y = v' + E~=~ dj ~ + E,=~ e , - -  be any solution of (E~) and 1err be the 
vj ul 
ramification index of p over k(O). Let a~ E k be the leading coefficient of the Puiseux 
expansion of u; at p. We have u~ = Oq'~,(~)/'aiwi, where %(wl) = 0 and vp(wl) = 1. 
Thus, 
t m I t~,t m {lit ) m 
= (v' 9 + o , - -  + c, 
i--1 j= l  3 Vj i=1  a i  i=1  wl  
where vp(w,) -- O, and vp(w,) -- 1. So the Pulseux expansion of u,, at p is 
we = 1 + bzO • +. . .  
so  
wl' -" (bl' -4- l~'bl )O~t/" + . . .  
r 
hence ~,~( . ) = ~(~, , ' )  > o, hence , ,~ ,~,  = o. 
LEMMA 2.20. Let u E Ck(#, y) and p be a special place of k(0, y) oframit~cation i dex r 
1.1 t fl I 
over k(O). Then Vv( u )  = eO'~'~(u) + --a where a is the leading coeZclent of the Puiseux 
1, i fp lies above O -- 0 
expansion of u a.t p, and e - -1 ,  if p lies above # = oo. 
PROOF: We have u = avO'~(")/" where %(v) = 0 and %(v) = 1. As in the proof of 
11 t 
Lemma 2.19, this implies that Vp(v)  = 0, and 
Ul ~ t (It Vt 
- -,7 v , (u )  + - + - .  
~1 r a v 
Hence, 
I at 
'-"(~) = 7" ~"(") + -" a 
At this point, we make the additional assumption that 17 is not a linear combination of 
logarithms with constant coefficients, i.e. that tf can not be written as ~=1 ei3'F where 
7; 
el e C and 71 E Ck. We now define the rp(f) at the special places. 
DEFINITION 2.2]. Suppose that O = exp(o). Let ~ be a lixcd special k-place ofk(O,y). 
Let f e k(O,y) be such that vp(f)  >_ 0 at all the special k-places of k(O,y). Let p 
be one of those spcclal places, of ramit?cation index r over k(O). If vp(f) - vg(f) - 
ctf + )"~4c~di'd--~, urith dl E Ck, c;' = 0 and c' = O, then we let rv(f) = ere where 
1, if p lies above 0 = 0 
e = Otherwise, rp(f) is undefined. 
-1 ,  i[ p lies above 0 = oo. 
The rv(f)  are uniquely determined since we assume that r/is not a linear combination 
of logarithms. They can be computed by integrating vp(f) - v~(]). 
The following three propositions are the analogues to Propositions 2.11, 2.12, and 2.13. 
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PROPOSITION 2.22. Suppoae that f is reduced. I f  (E4) has a solution, then it has one 
such that ~-~i~=1 c~%(ui) = "cp(I) at all k-places p of k(8, V). 
PaooF:  If p is not a special place, then the equality is true for ~ny solution of (E4) 
(by Proposition 2.8); Otherwise, let r be the ramification index of p over k(8), let 
m l l i  I 
f : Vt "3L ~-/~--1 d5 v-L" + EI=I e i -  be any solation of (E4), and let /~ be the special 
- v i u; 
place selected for the computation of the 7"p(f). By Lemma 2.19, we can assume that 
,, r Le te= ~ 1, if p lies above 8 = 0 
u~-u<=Oandthat~u i )=Of~ ) - -  ~ -1,  i fp l iesaboveO=oo.  By 
ui t 
Lemma 1.8, vv(~-/) >_ 0, so t,p(f) > 0, so by Lemma 2.20, 
j= l  i=1 
I V" ~ ~ ai' 
c,%(,,,)+ 
j= l  Vj r i=1 i=1 ai 
where ai 6 k is the leadin5 coefficient of the Puiseux expansion of ui at p. At/~ we have 
i 13.t l t 
j= l  j - -1 Vj  
hence 
111 
i=1 i=1 
From Definition 2.21, we get = Ei l c;t.p(.,'). 
PROPOSITION 2.23. Suppose that f is reduced. I f  (E~) has a solution, 
Ep deg(p)rr(f)  = 0, where the sum is taken over all the k-places of k( O, y). 
PrtooF: By Proposition 2.22, if (E4) has a sohltlon, then 
deg(p)r,(]) = ~ dcg(p) y~ c;~,,(u,) = c, y~ dcg(p)vp(u,) -- O. 
]p p i=1 i=1 p 
then 
PROPOSITION 2.24. Suppose that y is integral over k[0], and let the notation be as in 
G 
Proposition 2.6. Suppose further that f = -~ is reduced. Let V be the vector space 
generated over Q by the ~p(f) at all the places. Let r l , . . .  ,rt be a basis far V over 
Q, and at each place p of k(8, y) o,'er k(O), write ~'p(f) = El=it ~hl r,. where qip, hi 6 Z, 
(qi~, he) = (1), and hi > O. For i = 1. . .  I, let Di be the divisor ~'~p qlrP. 
If (E4) has a solution, then there exist positive integers nl . . . .  ,nt such that niDi is 
principal for each i, and (E4) has a solution of the form 
t i 1 tolt 
%o ij=l vj .= 
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where v E k, vj E Ck, wl E Ok(O,y), h E Z is nonzero, and the divisor of each wi is 
niD~. 
a .I m Ul I 
PROOp: Let ] = v' + )'-~J=l di~a-~ + ~,=1 c,--u, be any solution of (E4). We can assume 
that this solution satisfies the equaUty in Proposition 2.22. The proof is then similar to 
the proof of Proposition 2.13, using Proposition 2.22 instead of 2.11. 
We compute the divisors D1, . . .  ,Dh and test whether they are of finite order. If 
one of them is of infinite order then f has no elementary integral. Otherwise, we get 
wl , . . .  , wt (up to multiplication by an element of Ck, but any choice will do since the 
v i's are still undetermined). We then obtain v, dl . . . .  , din, and vl, ... , vm by integrating 
1 I wl ~ 
f - ~ Y~4=92 r ( - -  which must be an element of Ok. 
Linear combinations of  logarithms. 
In this section, we consider the special case where O = exp(r/), and 0' = Y~.~=l e~ 71--~ 
3"i 
with e; E C and O'~ E k. We use a technique described by Risch (]969a) in order to find 
quantities rp(f)  at the special places that will satisfy Propositions 2.22, 2.23, and 2.24. 
As previously explained, we can assume that all the special places are unramified. Let 
m Ui I 
p be a fixed .infinite k-place of k(O, y), and let f -- v' + E~_-, dj v /+ Er c , - -  be a 
v j  u l  
solution of (Ed .  By Lemma 2.19, we can assume that ,,~(,,) = 0, vp(u d = 1, and that 
/ 
u( )  = 0 for each i. Hence, 
ul~( t~i 
I 
j=1 vj 
If v~(.f) has no elementary integral, then f has no elementary integral. Otherwise, we 
get v, the v./'s and the d./'s. 
o o 0 
Define ~-~ to be the derivative on k(O) that is 0 on k, and such that (0) = 1. 0---0 
can be extended uniquely to k(O, y) and its algebraic extcnsions. 
,~ \00)  o 
Now let 9 = f - v~(f) and G = )-~;=~ c i - - .  Let also t = O -~, and ~-~ and D be 
ul 
the derivations defined in Lemma 1.9. By our assumption, the Laurent expansion of ui 
at # is of the form 
ui = t + a .  t + a~t  2 + . . . 
where the a ' s  are algebraic over k. By Lemma 1.9, we have: 
oo ) a t \a t /=-o -  ~ ~-, (_1) ' -1[ .01-1 Z.~ 
so 
a = -e -2 (F~ + F2o -~ + F~o -2  +. . .  ) 
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where P~ = ( -1)  t-1 Y'~.;m__ 1 eliot. By Lemma 1.9, we also have 
E( -1 )  ,-1 ,,= 
ul  
i--=1 /=1 /=1 1=1 
Let 
g --- bl 0 -1  q- b20 -2  -.1- . . .  
be the Laurent expansion of g at/5. We have ui I = Dul + 01~,  so 
CJt/  
g = cl + n'OG = - n'Ft)O -t 
ur z..., I 
i=1 I=1 
so for each i > 1, we have: 
(*) Fl' - Io' Fi = lbt 
which enables us to find Ft for any I > 1 by the induction hypothesis. 
LEMMA 2.25. Let p be a place ofk(O, y), of ramiflcation index r over k(O), and 
1, 
np 
Rr~ 
1 - -  r, 
if p lies above 0 = 0 
if p lies above 0 = oo 
if p is normal and up(f)  < 0 
otherwise. 
Then, %(G)  > rip. Futhermore, if p is special and a is the coemcient of 0 - I  in the 
Laurent expansion of G at p, then E,~=t e,t,p(ul) = ca, where 
1, i fp  lies above 0 = 0 
e= -1 ,  i fp l iesaboveO=oo.  
PROOF: Suppose first that p is special, and let 
k =vp (~ 0 
be the Laurent expansion of u~. at p. Then, 
Ou~ 
-" ~_~ ekakO ~k- I  , 
O0 
SO ( oo ]_ 
= evp(u~)O -1  +. . .  
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SO 
G= e c~%(u~ 0 - l  +. . .  =aO -1+. , .  
k i= l  
so ~+(a) > n~, and E ,=,  ~,~(u , )  = ~.. 
Suppose now that p is normal, lying above P E k[0]. P is normal with respect o I so 
0 
P is squarefree, so P is normal with respect o ~-~, so p is also normal with respect to 
(ou,  
o_ So, by Lemma 1.7, t, (k  aO ] ~ > -*,  so ~,,(a) > - r .  We can then ~se o~r theory 
00 '  P u~ + - - 
0 
~ ) .  By Propositions of residues with respect o ~---~, so define c~p(G) to be vr(rG P 
\-b-Yj 
2.4 and 2.8: 
~(a)  = ~ c,~(=,) = ~gj). 
i----i 
Suppose that %(f) > O. Then %(f )  = O, so try(G) = O, so %(G) > - r .  Thus, for any 
normal place p, t~p(G) _> np. 
There are only finitely many places p such that np :~ 0, so let V be the divisor ~p npp 
and L = {h E (~k(O,y) such that%(h)  >_ nv for anyp}. Let B = -)-'~regnp, and 
try,..., trq e k(O, y) be a basis for L over k[O] that is normal at infinity (the algorithms 
of Trager (1984) or Coates (Davextport 1981) compute such a basis). Since G E L, there 
exists gl , . .  ,.qq E k[0] such that G q 9 = ~.i=a g,/~ By a calculation similar to the one of 
ni Proposition 2.17, we can get a bound B i on deg(g./). We set .q./ = ~,=0 cj,O' where the 
c./,'s are undetermined. We can then compute the following Laurent expansion at/~: 
q q Bi  B 
= -FeO- ' -  F ,o - ;  . . . .  = = = L,O-'  +. . .  
j=t  j= l  #=0 I=b 
where b is a lower bound, and the Lt's are linear combinations of the cj,'s with coefficients 
in k. Let then S be the following linear system: 
(s) { Lt =0 fo rb<_ l<2 Lt =-Ft -1  for 2<I<B 
We first use (*) to find F - I , . . .  , Fn-1. [f it has no solution for one of them, then f 
has no elementary integral. Otherwise, we solve (S) for the cjo's in terms of the F~'s. 
We claim that (S) has at most one solution in k,: suppose that (cj,) and (dj,) are both 
q B1 solutions of (S), and let 1t = ~j=l  ~,=0(cj  , - dj,)O'ej. Then vg(H) > B. But H E L, 
so v~(It) = -~pr  %(h) <_ B, contradiction. If (S) has no sohation, then ] has no 
elementary integral, otherwise we find G explicitly. 
For any specirrl place p, define then r~(f) to be ea, where a is the coefficient of 0 -1 in 
the Laurent expansion of G at p, and c is as in Lemma 2.25. Then, rv(f ) = ~'~,=1 c~v~(u~) 
at any special place p, so Propositions 2.22, 2.23, and 2.24 hold. 
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Example .  
Consider 
f3 (~ + e,) c'm + (2= ~ + 3=)e" + 5~ 2 
=(= + e+)(i/s) d=. 
Let k = q(x) ,  O be transcendental over k with O' = O (i.e. O = e ' ) ,  and Y be algebraic 
over k(O) satisfying F(O, U) = Us _ 0 - z = O. 
Our integrand is 
f = ((2= 2 + 3=)0 + 5=2)u ~ + 30 + 3~ 
x0 + x = 
which is normal. The polynomials of Proposit ion 2.6 are 
v(e, y) = ((2~ ~ + 3~)0 + 5~)~  + 30 + 3= 
It(o) = 1 
R(z) = resultante (prim, (resuitant,(G - zHD', .F)), D) 
= p( . ) .s  
where P(.)  e q[=], so the roots or n( . )  are consta.t.  (.,,,,.=, w+) = (1, U, U*) is an 
integral basis for k -~ k(~ over k[O], so the canonical representation of f is 
f = (..30 + 3x)w 1 + ((2=~ + 3=)0 +.5=2)w~ 
x# + x 2 
so ] -  - 0. Let 0 = 1, and u = 0y. We then have u s - ~2 _ ~.~=  0. Writing .f as an 
element of k(0, u) we get 
3J "  + 3~ ~ + (5~ + 2= ~ + 3~)u' y= 
z2g '~ + =~ 
("t, v~, v,~) = (1, u, -~-~) is an integral basis for k[0] k(~-'') over k[O], so the canonical repre- 
sentation of ,f is 
3~ + (~ + 3),+ (2= - 2~) . ,  
f=z  + 
and we have 
~t / ~ 
v~' ] 3~0 + 3 
so the system (S~)  is 
o o 
(1 - 3=)~-  2 0 v= 
0 (2 - 3=)~- t v. 
0 = cl t + el 
4 
0 c~ ~ + .~c~ 
2 
2x+3 c . '+~c.~ 
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which has (cl, c2, c,~) = (0, O,3x) for solution. We now compute 
g=] -  -x  
.~o f 0 = a log(~),  ~o 
/3 (~ + e") c'z') + (2~ + 3~)~ = + ~ ~=)(~/'~ log(,). 
x(x + e') (l/s)' = 3x(x + + 3 
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THE RISCIt EQUATION PROBLEM 
We now present a solution to the Risch equation problem. Following Risch (1968), 
we bound the order of a solution at every place, then reduce the equation to one over 
k--~k (e,~) 
Obta in ing  Bounds  fo r  up(z). 
Let k be a differential field of characterist ic 0 containing an element x such that  x r = 1, 
O be a monomia l  over k, and y be algebraic over k(O). Let C be the constant field of k, 
and let (R1) be the following equation: 
(R1) ~' + y~ = ~-~c~g~ 
i=1 
where ] ,gi  E k(O, y), and ct E C. In this section, we show how to obtain lower bounds 
on v~ (z) at  all the places, for any solution z of (R1). 
We need to define the following quantities: 
DEFINITION 3.1. Suppose that 0 is prlmiti~,e over k, and let u E k,. If u = v ~ + c6 ) where 
v e k, and c e Q, then let p(u) = c. OtherwLqe, I,(u) is uncleaned. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Suppose that 0 is exponentially primitive over k, let u E k,. If f u is 
elementary over k, and exp( f  u) = vOm where m e Z and v E k, then let p(u) = m. 
Otherwise, It(u) is undetlned. 
#(u)  is uniquely determined in both  cases since 0 is a monomia l  over k. It  can be 
computed  by integrat ing u. 
F rom now on, z E k(O, y) will be a solution of (R I ) ,  and at any k-place p of k(O, y), we 
will write ap for vp(z),/~p for vp(f) ,  and 7~ for rnin,=l ... .  (vp(g,)). We have vp(E , : ,  cig,) 
:> 7~. The following proposit ions give a lower bound for c~ at all the places. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let p be a normal k-place of k(O,y), of ramiBcation index r over 
e E k[O]. 
(i) if/gp < - r ,  then a~ > rain(0, 7p - tip). 
(ii) if~gp > - r ,  then % > rain(0,7,  + r). 
P 
(iii) i f /~  = - r ,  then either c~p >__ rain(0, 7p + r) or ot r = - rp ( f )  = -vp( r f -~) .  
Prtool~: Suppose t.hat ap < 0. By Lemma 1.7, r,l,(z t) = c~p - r. 
(i) if Z, < - r ,  then r,~(z' + f z )  -- c~p + tip >__ 7p. Itence, ap > 3'r - /~p.  
(ii) if tip > - r ,  then ,~(z' + ]z)  = ap - r > 7p. Hence, ,~ > % + r. 
(iii) if fJp = - r ,  then either vr (z '+fz )  = a~ - r ,  in which case ap > 7p +r ,  or 
vp(z ~ + ]z )  > ap - r. In the latter  case, the coefficient of P(~, - ' ) / "  in the Puiseux 
expansion of z t + f z  at p is 0. But that  coefficient is 
,_.c~. + ~r vp(P')c.. 
where ca, E /c is the leading coefficient of the Puiseux expansion of z at p, and a_,  = 
vp( fP )  E k is the leading coefficient of the Puiseux expansion of S at p. By Lemma 1.6, 
_ t,~(P') = 0, hence v~(P')  ~ O, so a~ = v~(P') - -~'~(1)" 
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PROPOSITION 3.4. Suppose that 0 is exponentially primitive over k, and let p be an 
unramified special k-place o[ k(O, y). 
(i) i f& < o, then a~, >__ min(o,'r~ -&) .  
(ii) i[ flp > O, then %, > ra in(0,%).  
(iii) i/'/3p = 0, then either ap > rain(0, 7p), or tJ(vp (f)) is det~ned and ap = -el~(vp(f)) 
where e = ~ 1, ff p lies above 0 = 0 
t -1 ,  if p lles above 0 = oo. 
PROOF: Suppose that  o~p < 0. By Lemma 1.8, up(z I) = oqD. 
(i) ir & < o, then ~,~(z' + y , )  = % +& _> "rp. Hence, ~p >_ 7p - &. 
(il) if & > 0, then ,,p(,' + y , )  = % _> "rp. 
(iii) if & = o, then either up(z'+ fz)  = c~p, in which ease a r > 7p, or up(z'+ fz)  > ap. 
In the latter case the coefficient of 0 "~, in the Puiseux expansion of z I + f z  is 0. But 
that coeflicient is 
Cot I -4- eOZpT~Co~ t -'1- (IoC~ t 
where c~, 6 k is t;he leading coefficient of the Puiseux expansion of z at p, a0 = vp(f)  is 
O' 
the leading coefficient of the Puiseux expansion of ] at p, and 0 = ~ ~ k. Thus 
'~p(I) = ~o : -e%o - 
! 
C~p 
SO 
0- ' " ,  
exp( ~p(f))--- 
Cop 
~o u(~df)) is den.ca a.d ~. = -"'(~df)). 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Suppose that 0 is h)garithmie over k, and let p he an infinite k-place 
ofk(O, u), or ramiacat ion  index" r o,.er k(O). Then either % > ,. i .(O,'tp- ,'), or ~.(a) i~ 
detined and a~ = r l , (a)  where a is the coettlcient O[0 -1 in the Puiseux expansion o f f  
at p. 
PROOF: Suppose that  c~v < 0. By Lemma 1.8, u~(z') _< t~v + r. 
(i) if %, + r >_ up(z' + fz),  then 0 9 , > %, - r. 
gl 
(ii) if ap + r < %(z '+ fz),  then r < u.( z + f ) ,  so the coefficient of O- '  in the Puiseux 
2, t 
expansion of - -  + f is O. By Lemnm lAG that coefficient is 
2~ 
v ' - -  ~ . r f  +a  
r r/ 
where v E k, and a E k is the coefficient of 0 -1 in the Puiseux expandon of f at p. 
Henee~ 
a = -v '  + ~ " 
r rl 
so , (a ) i s  deSned, and ~,, = rt4a). 
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The  In tegra l  Equat ion .  
Let the notation be as in the previous section, and let wl , . .  9 , w~ be an integral basis 
for kiO] ~(~ over k[O] fltat is normal over 0 = c~. Let 
s = s- + ~ a0_4z~ 
i=1 Do 
and 
~ A~j wj 
g~ = gl- + Di 
j= l  
be the canonical representations of f and the gi's, and let H = 1-I;"~0 D~. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let p be a normal place of k( O, y), lying above P E k[O], and z be a solution 
of(n~) .  ~f (P, x~) = (~), then ~(~) >__ 0. 
PROOF: Since (P, H) = (1) we have fir > 0 and 7r > 0. Suppose that a r = vp(z) < O. 
By Lemma 1.7, up (z') = ap - r  < a ,  +Bp, hence vp (z' +fz )  = ~p - r  < 0, in contradiction 
with 7p > 0. 
For each P E k[O] such that P I H, Proposition 3.3 gives us a lower bound for ap. 
Hence, we get a nonnegative integer np such that -np_  minp (~7,), where the minimum 
is taken over all the places lying above P. In the exponential case, we can ensure that 
all the special places are unramified. By Proposition 3.4, we can get q E Z such that 
-q  < rnial0(cxr) where the minimum is taken over all the places lying above 0 = 0. Let 
then 
I-iplu pn ,  if 0 is logarithmic over k 
D = 0 q l'Ipln P~,, if 0 is exponential over k. 
and consider the following equation: 
D! rr~ 
(R~) z' + (S - -~)z  = D ~ ~,.q,. 
i=.l 
By Propositions 3.4 and 3.5, we cart get integers b v such that b v < ~v at the infinite 
places. We then have: 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let b = mlnr(br,0),  and Bi = minp (up(w,.)) -b+deg(D) ,  where the 
rp 
mhdmums are taken over all the infinite places, and rp is the ramification index of p orer 
k(o). I f (R1)  ha.~ . sol,,tio., then t, her.. e..'i,~t h, . . . . .  h.  e k[OJ s,,el, tha~ ~eg(hO <__ ~ 
and Z = ~i~=1 h;wl is a solution of(R2). Converselj; if(R~) has a soh, tion Z E ~[0] k(a'u), 
Z 
then z = -~ is a solution of ( R1). 
PROOF: Suppose ~hat (R1) has a solution z E k(O,y). Let Z = zD. We have 
m 
D I 
Z' + (f - --~-)Z = z'D + zD' + ]zD - zD'  -- (z' + tz ) l )  = D ~ c, tl, 
1.2- i=1 
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hence g is a solution of (R2). Let p be a normal place of k(O, v), lying above P e k[O], 
of ramification index r~, over k(O). Then, up(Z) = t,p(z) + %(D). If P I H,  then 
vp(g) = % + rpnp > 0 by our choice or rip. If P X H, then ~,r(g) = % > 0 by Lemma 
3.6. Thus %(g)  > 0 at any normal  place. In the exponential case, let p be a place lying 
above 0 = 0, then %(Z) = ap + q > 0 by our choice of q. Hence Z is integral over k[O], 
I t  
so Z = ~i=x h~w~ where hi E k[O]. 
Let p be an infinite place, of ramification index rp over k(O). We have % (z) = % (g)  - 
. gO b 
~,p(D) > bp. Hence ~(Z)  > ~,AD) + bp >_ :~(D) + b, so ~,A-d- ) >__ b(1 - rr) >_ 0 (since 
hiO 6 
b < 0). Hence, ZOb - ~'~=x w~ is locally integral at 0 = cr Since (w l , . .  , w~) is 
- D D 
hiO b 
normal  above 0 = oo, we have -~- is locally integral at 0 = do for all i, by  Proposit ion 
L14 (iv). But t ,p (h ; )= -% deg(h;) so 
deg(h,) < up(w, )  - b r  r - up(D)  = 
rp rp 
- t, + deg(D). 
This inequality being true at any infinite place p, we have deg(h~) < B; for all i. 
Z 
Conversely, suppose that Z is a solution of (R2). Let z = -~. Then, 
i=1 
hence z is a solution of (Rt) .  
Solv ing the  Equat ion .  
We now proceed to show how Proposit ion 3.7 can be turned into an algorithm for 
finding whether equation (R2) has a solution which is integral over k[O]. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let L be a differential field with constant subt~eld C, and E be a llnlte 
system of linear equations with coefficients in L. Then one can lind, in a finite number 
of steps, a system A of linear equations with coemcients in C, such that Y: E C" is 
solution of ~,, if and only if it is a solution of A. 
PROOF: Let the system ~ be As = b where b E L ~ and A "-- (nO) is an m x r matr ix  
with entries in L. We write Ri for the i th row of A. By applying the Gauss- Jordan 
elimination, we can assume that A is in row-reduced echelon form (l loffman & Kunze, 
1971, sec. 1.4). If A has only constant entries, then we are done. Otherwise, let j be the 
smallest index such that the j*~ column of A has a non-constant entry, and let i be such 
that a o' ~ C. We add the row R~+~ = (a l l ' , . . . ,  at , ' )  to the matr ix  A, and the entry 
b=+l = bi ~ to the vector b. The first non-zero entry in Rm+l is a;i ~, so we divide R,=+l 
by al j '  and add adequate multiples of R,,~+I to the other rows to ensure that aq = 0 for 
i = 1 . . .  m, We now have a new matr ix  A (and a new vector b) with one more row, but 
with only constant entries in columns 1 through j .  R.epeatlng this, we eventually get to 
a matr ix  A with entries in C, and a new vector b. Let A be the system r = b. 
Let :~ E C '  be a solution of A. Since we have only added extra equations (rows) to E, 
s is also a solution of E. Conversely, let :~ E C r be a solution of E. In order for :e to be a 
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solution of A, it only has to satisfy R,,,+I ~ = b,,,+l, where R,,,+I is the extra row added 
in the reduction step. But, 
Rm+lm -~- ai ltZl + 9 9 9 + ai~,txr 
= )' (R;e)' = b;' = b~+~ a i lX l  + " " " + a l rz r  ~--- 
so g is also a solution of A. 
We compute B1 , " "  , B,, as in Proposition 3.7. For each i, if B; < 0 we set hi = 0, 
otherwise we set hi = ~"~B.~ o eli8 i where the eli's are undetermined. 
Let p be any infinite place, of ramification index r over k(8).  Then 8(-1/')  is a uni- 
formizing variable at p. We can compute the principal part of the following Puiseux 
expansion at p: 
B~ 0 
i=l I=l j=O I=m~ 
where mp is a lower bound, ~nd the Lt,p'S are linear combinations of the c;./'s with 
coefficients in ~:. 
Let a = bp - r deg(D). I f ,  > 0, the,, v~(Z) > 0, so let (Sp) be the following linear 
system in the c//'s: 
(s,) Lt,p =0formp <l<0.  
Otherwise a < O, so set 
0 
Z = y~zr,pO -t/" +... 
where the xLr's are undetermb, ed and algebraic over k. Let (St,) be the following linear 
system in the c;./'s: 
(s,) { Ll,~ =Oformp <l<c~ 
LI,1, = xl,p for tx < I < 0. 
We gather all the (S t )  at all the infinite places into one llncar system (S), which we 
solve for the eq's in terms of tile various xt,/s.  
We claim that (S) can have at most one solution in k,: suppose that (Afj) and (B~j) 
n y -B ,  (A"  are both sol~,tlons of (S), and let h = ~;=1 ~S=o,  ' ,  - n~j),,,;0~. "then ,~,(h) > 0 at 
any infinite place. But h is integral over k[0], so vp(h) > 0 at all the finite places, so 
h = O, so (A ,s ) ,a  = (~J),a" 
I[ (s) has no solution, ~hen (R2) has no integral solution. Otherwise, we get an 
expression for each c<i as a linear combination of the xtm's with coelliclents in k. 
D' 
bet ~ = %( f  - -~-). We compute the following Puiseux expansions at p: 
D! 
- -Or  
S-  ~ = ~ ~,o-'/' + .-. 
1=.8 
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where the a~'s are algebraic over k and a~ :fi O, and: 
m 0 m 
D = c,b,, ,)o- ' / '  § . . .  
/=1  1=3'~, i=1 
where the bl,;'s are algebraic over k. IfTp > a +/5, then we can write 
m 0 m 
v = F_. §  
i=1 Ima,+fl  i= l  
where bt,r = 0 for a +/~ < ! < %. So we can assume that % < a + ft. 
Let K be the constant subfield of k(0, y). By Lemma 3.8, to the linear system 
m 
bl,~ei = O for Tp <l<a+/3  
i----1 
corresponds a linear system A~ with coefficients in / (  which has the same solution se~ in 
e. 
For a + ~ < l < O, we show in the next two sections that we can compute 
hLo, . . . .  , h,~.,,t,p E ~ o.nd a system At of rl, p § m linear equations over f (  such that 
d ~ x,,p = E~' ld j , t ,vh j , , ,v  where the j,t,v s are in /-( and (d l , l ,p ,  . .  ,drl,t,l,p, e l , . . .  ,Cm) 
satisfy At,p. 
Now, in the expression Z ~"~;=1 n. = '  ~ j " l cqw~ Oj, we replace each clj by its equivalent 
linear combination of the x~,p's with coefficients in k, and then each ~,~,p by its equivalent 
linear combination of elements of ~" with constant coefl%ients. We thus get that Z E 
k[Ol ~(~ is a solution of (n~) it and onb, if 
Bi  qld 
z = ~ ~., di~,ho,,~nO~ 
i= I  j= l  t= l  
h , where the i./t s are known elements of k, anti the d;it's are constants uch that (dl./t, 
e l , . . .  ,era) satisfy A, where A is the union of the &p's and the At,,'s. 
By Proposition 3.7, the equivalent formula for a solution z E k of (R1) is 
It B;  qii 
D " 
i=1  j - -  I t--'--I 
If we let L = k(O, y, (hijt)id,~), theft, as shown in Lemma 2.16, we can replace each h;j, 
by Tr~(e,u)(hq, ) in order to get the solutions in k(0, y). 
The Exponential Cage. 
In this section, we show how to compute the hid,v, 9 - 9 , hr,,~,t,v and At,p of the previous 
section, assuming that /7 = exp(0). Once we have found them for some l, we say that 
"x O, is solved". 
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Let p be a given infinite place, of ramification index r over k(O). For ease of notation, 
we witl omit the various "p" subscripts. We can assume that a +/9  < 0 (otherwise there 
is nothing to find), and we have 
Di  o 
(1 -  ~)z  = ~ e,o-'/" +.. .  
where  
and, since 0 = exp(rt), 
a l - f l - i x#+i  = at -~,xo,  + a l -~- lXot+l  + 9 " " + a#agl- f l  
0 
z' = ~ (~,' - .' t_., )o_,/. +. . .  
r i=ot 
Case 1:15 < O. 
Then, 
D'  ~-1 0 
z' +(s--b-)z= ~ e,O-'/" + F__.(~,'-.'L~,+e,)O-'/', +. . .  
1=~+.8 I : ,~ 
0 rn, 
= ~ (y:. e,b,,,)O-'/" +. . .  
I=1' i=l. 
We have 
Since ap # O, we get 
tit 
e~+# = a[txc, = ~ clb~+tj,i. 
i= I  
i= l  
and A,~ is dc,,i - c~. = 0 for 1 < i < r. 
For c~ +/5  < 1 < o~, suppose that x~, . . .  , x l _p_ l  are solved. We then have 
el = a l -axc~ + a l -a - lXc~+l  + " 9 + af lx l - f l  -" ,~  cibl,i 
;=1 
hence  
/ .  1 
9 , -~ - ~ , ~  - ~(~, -~ + . . .  + ~+~-B-~) .  
i=1 t'/'a ao~ 
Replacing the xi's in the right hand side by their equivalent linear combinations, we get 
the hi,t_/~'s and At_ p. Since xa is solved, we can solve ~:~,...  , x~-#- l .  
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For o~ < I < O, suppose ~, . . .  ,~'1-/~-i are solved. We then have 
Zl '  -- t l ' la:. l  + el = xl  t -- r l ' i z l  + al-o, za + al-e,-l.xc,+~. +""  + a.a:vl~~ 
I I 
I" r 
hence 
Ip. 
~1-~ = ~ cl rl t l -- - - z l+a l -o ,z~,  +. . '+a j+ lX l - j - l ) .  
ar r 
i----1 
Replacing the xi 's in the right hand side by their equivalent linear combina~;ions, we $e~ 
khe hj , i _ j ' s  and Al_~. This enables us to solve xt , _ j , . . .  , ~0. 
Case 2:/3 = O. 
Then, 
Dt o 
z f + ( s  - 5)z  = ~ @,' - .,~-.~,~ + ~,)o-,I. +. , .  
0 m 
= ~ (~  ~,b,,,)a-'/" +. . .  
I=-r i=1 
We have  
~::' - ,7 -~:~ + eo = x~,' + (<~Q - '7 7 )x~,  = c,b~,,i. 
r i=1 
Since ~he l~isch ordinary differential equatiort is solvable on k(a0, ba,i), we get the hi,~,'s 
and A~,. 
For a < i t < 0> suppose that z,,> . . . .  ~i-1 are soh'cd. We then have 
=~' - n'-I zt  + ez = ~t'  - '~' I ~l + a~_,~z,, + a t -~, -~,+ l  + . - .  + aoz l  = ~7_~eibU 
r r i=1 
hence  
trt 
9 ,' +/~o- . ' !> ,  = ~ ~.,b,,, - (o,_o~.. +. . .  + <,,~,_,). 
i=1 
Replacing the xj's in the right hand side by their equh'alent linear combinations, we can 
find the hj,t's and A/. Since x~ is solved, we can solve x~ . . . .  , zf), 
Case 3: l~ > O. 
Then, 
Dt ot4-,8-1 
z '+ (S - ~)z  = ~ (~,' - ,r 
o 
+ ~ (*l'-'/L~,+~,)o -'/" +... 
I" 
1=~+,8 
o 
= ~ (~ ~.,<,)o-'~' +. . .  
I=,g i~  I 
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Fora<l<a+f l ,  wehave 
r?t 
~,' - ,7'-i ~t = ~ ~b~,,. 
r 
i=1 
Since the Risch ordinary differential equation is solvable on k(bhl), we get the hi,t's 
and AI. 
For a + B <1 < O, suppose that x~,. . .  ,xt-B are solved. We then have 
xt' - n' lxt  + el = s cibt,i 
r 
i=1 
hence  
~,' - ,' ~ ,  = E e,b,,, - (o,_o~o +.. .  + ~. , _ , ) .  
i=1 
Replacing the xi's in the right hand side by their equivalent linear comblnatlons~ we can 
find the hj,l's and A t. Since x~, . . .  ,x~+/~-I are solved, we can soh, e ~+B, ' "  ,Xo. 
The  Logar i thmic  Case. 
In this section, we show how to compute the hl,t,p,... , hra.,,ta, and AI, p assuming that 
0 = log(r/). Once we have found them for some I, we say that "xt,p is solved". 
Let p he a given infinite place, of ramification index r over k(d). Once again, we will 
omit the "p" subscripts, and assume that a +/~ < O. We have 
D r 0 
(f - T )z  = ~ ~,o-'/' +. . .  
/=~+# 
where 
l -~-B  
el "-" E 
i=0 
and, since 0 ---log(n), 
a l - ,O - i~B+i  ~ a l -c ,  xa, q- a/ - r r - lX~+l  q- . -  9 q- a#$l_  fl 
~+~ -1  0 
z '= E w o- ' / '+  E (~ , , '+  ~ -  
0 
= ~ (~/+ el~l_,)0 -I/' +. . .  
r - 117' ~t_,)0_l/ ,  + . . .  
r n 
where 
O" I = 
0, i f /<a+r  
i f l  > a+r .  
Case 1: fl <0. 
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Then, 
Dt c~-I 0 
z' +(f - - i f )z= ~,  e,O-'/" +~(~, '  +~,~,_, +e,)O-'l" + 
Ima+# I=r, 
0 m 
= ~ (~ ~,b,,,}o-'/" +... 
I~  i=1 
For c~ +/3 < I < c~, we get the hj,t-~'s and At_~ exactly as in the exponential case. 
For a < 1 < 0, suppose that x~, . . .  ,xt_~_l are soh,ed. We then have 
Xl t -{- O'lXl-r "~- el = xl ! + erlXl~r + al-aa;c~ + a l -a - lXa+l  + "" 9 + aria:l-# 
= ~ Clb l , i "  
/=1 
So we get the hj,t-~'s and Al_~ as in the exponential case. 
Case 2: ~ = O. 
Then, 
DI 0 
Z* + (f - ~- )Z  = ~ (xl' + r xl + el)0 -I/ '  +. . .  
I--or 
= (~c,b~,OO-q' +... 
1=3' i=1 
We have 
m 
:va + ea - -  a:c~ l + aoae~ - -  clb~,i. 
i=l 
Since the Risch ordinary differen tia] equation is solvable on k(a0, b~,~), we get the hj,~'s 
and A~. 
For a < l < 0, suppose that x~, . . .  , x , - i  are solved. We then have 
I 
xl + o' lxl_ r + el = x l  I + erl~l-r + al-aa7,~ + al-c,~lXr~+l + "'" + ooxl 
= ~ clb;, i
i=1 
hence 
m' + aorq = -o'~xl- ,  + ~ c~b~,~ - (a~_,~x~, + .. .  + atxt-1). 
/=1 
So we get the hj,t's and A I. 
Case 3: ~ > O. 
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Then, 
We h~Ve 
DI  ~+~-1  
z'+(S-  ~-)z = ~ (~,'+~,=,_,)o-'/' 
0 
+ ~ (~t' +~'~t-, + et)0 - I / '  +""  
t=~+f/ 
0 err 
= ~ (F_, ~,b,,,)o-'/" +. . .  
I=V i=1 
~o~ t "~ ~_~ cibcqi ,  
i..~ l 
Since the lZisch ordinary differential equation is solvable on k(b,~,i), we get the h~,t's 
and Ac,. 
For ~ < 1 < a + fl, suppose that ~ct-, is solved (if ! > <~ + r). We then have 
rn 
:r.I t --- - - tY lX l - t  q- ~ Clbl, i .  
/=1 
So we get the hj,l~s and A I, 
For a + fl _< I, suppose that x~ . . . .  xt -~ and :el-, (if i > ~ + r) are solved. We then 
ll.ave 
~l t 3 L ~l~l--T 4" el ~ s ctbl , i  
m 
i----1 
hence 
zt' = -o'1~1-, + ~ clb~,i - (a l -~  +. . .  + ar 
i----1 
So we can find tile hj,ds and Ai. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
This paper has presented an algorithm for the integration of elementary functions that 
extends Trager's "rational" approach for the normalization of the integrand. The restric- 
tion to normal integrands has allowed us to simplify I'tisch's algorithm (1968, 1969a) in 
the general case, and to use only rational techniques when the algebraic extensions are 
nth-roots extensions. 
Imp lementat ion .  
Implementing the algorithms presented here clearly requires the prior implementation 
of the algorithms of Trager (1984) 4. All of the non-differential gebraic sub-algorithms 
(computing normal integral bases, the genus of a curve, and the order of a divisor, 
making an extension regular) can then be used without modifications. A procedure for 
the Hermite reduction can also be used for general liouvillian functions, so a system that 
integrates algebraic functions can be used to normalize general liouvilllan functions. At 
this point, the resultant criterion can easily be checked. 
An obstacle to previous implementations of integration algorithms i the ability to com- 
pute Puiseux expansions (Davenport 1981). While we still require them in the solution 
of Risch's equation, their use in the integration part of the algorithm has been reduced 
to Laurent expansions in the exponential case, and to Puiseux expansions at infinity in 
the logarithmic ase. This remains the major obstacle to an efficient implementation of
a complete algorithm. 
No complexity analysis has been performed on algorithms that can integrate algebraic 
fnnctions~ but the worst-case has to be exponential, since the degree of the minimal 
algebraic extension of the constant field needed to express the integral can be n!, where 
n is the degree of the function field. Worst-case measurements are not very meaningful, 
however, since non-integrabillty can often be proved very early during the integration 
process (see examples). 
Another problem that needs to be solved prior to using an integration algorithm is 
testing whether a given logarithm or cxponcntla119 over a differential field k is a monomial 
over that k, i.e. whether 0 is transcendental over k, and k(O) and k have the same 
constants. There are several structure theorems which solve this problem for various 
types of extensions. R.isch (1.979)gave such a theorem for elementary extensions, as well 
as an algorithm that tests transcendence. 
Finally, the undecldabillty results of Richardson (1.968) can be avoided if we require 
that the algorithm bc given an explicit transcendence basis for tim constant field over 
Q. As Davenport points out (1981), if an integral is found under the assumption that 
some constants arc algebraically indcpcndent, .then this integral is still correct even if 
the constants are in fact algebraically dependent. IIowever, a result on non-integrability 
depends on the transcendence basis being correct. 
Future Research, 
The two natural directions in which to further this work arc completing and extending 
it. Completing this work requires finding an entirely rational algorithm. There are 
currently three main obstacles to such an algorithm: 
(1) a formula for computing the 7-p's at the special places is needed, 
4We ha.ve recently completed such am implementation in the Scra, tchpad II computer algebra, system 
(Jenks eA al. 1989). 
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(ii) given a differential field k and f E k normal, we need to be able to solve v' = ] 
for v E k, without computing the Puiseux expansions of ] at the special places. 
(iii) a r~tlonal algorithm for solving the Risch equation is needed. 
There has been some progress made towards item (iii), as Rothstein (1977), Dav- 
enport(t986), and Bronstein (1989) have presented rational algorithms in the purely 
transcendental c se, which can all be generalised go the purely algebraic ase, at least 
for equations that arise from integrations. 
Extending this work to larger classes of 5mctions is also a possibility. Recent algorithms 
that integrate transcendental elementary functions (Cherry 1983) or transcendental li- 
ouvilUan functions (Knowles 1986) in terms of error functions and logarithmic integrals 
could be extended to allow algebraic elements in the integrand. In fact, the Hermlte 
reduction can be carried out whenever Lemma 1.7 (or a modified version) holds. 
At last, it is worth mentioning that an algorithm that finds whether an n~h-order 
linear inhomogeneous equation has a solution in the coefficient field, would entirely solve 
the problem of integration of elementary hmctlons, for systems (Stoa) and (S~,p) can be 
transformed, into such an equation by the cyclic vector technique (Cope 1936), Singer 
(1988) has recently solved this problem for towers of elementary extensions, but, because 
of efficiency problems and difficulties of implementation, that algorithm is not yet a 
practical alternative. 
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